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DETERMINING TOOL CLASS MACROSCOPICALLY ON BONE FROM 
VARYING LEVELS OF FORCE OF HACKING TRAUMA 
JASMINE MANSZ 
ABSTRACT 
A component to some forensic cases is being able to identify tool class, whether it 
is a murder weapon or if a tool was used postmortem in dismemberment. The goal of the 
present study is to determine if it is possible to identify tool class macroscopically and/or 
what level of force was applied in cases involving hacking. Three hypotheses are 
proposed. The first is that the cutmarks would appear differently at the varying levels of 
impact force for the same implements, including patterns of fractures, number of 
fragments, size of fragments, and appearance of the cutmark, i.e., the kerf. The second 
hypothesis is that there would be observable macroscopic differences on the cutmarks 
between tool classes, and the ability to distinguish between tool classes will not be 
affected by the differences from various levels of force of impact. The third hypothesis is 
that these observable macroscopic differences can be used to create prediction tables that 
can be used for predicting tool class and the level of force applied.  
Using a device created to simulate hacking, the long bones of white-tailed deer 
(Odocoileus virginianus), a chef’s knife, cleaver, machete, and axe were tested at three 
different impact forces each. The author examined the hack marks on the bones 
quantitatively by measuring the kerf width and depth, number of fragments present, as 
well as qualitatively by describing any fractures present and the appearance of the 
entrance and exits.  
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It was found that there is a statistically significant relationship between the 
implement and the entrance width (p-value = 7.27e-13). There is a statistically significant 
relationship between the force of impact and the entrance width (p-value = 5.57-06), 
overall entrance appearance (clean cut: p-value = 2.40e-06; chattered: p-value = 0.004), 
and conchoidal flaking (p-value = 0.025). There is also a statistically significant 
relationship between the implement and the level of force as a combined influence, as 
opposed to separate influences, and if the overall appearance of the entrance is chattered 
(p-value = 0.017). These relationships support the first two proposed hypotheses. 
 Recursive partition and regression trees were created for each implement to 
determine what characteristics may be used to create prediction guides based on the 
collected data. The results of the experiment were used in the creation of an implement 
prediction guide and force of impact prediction tables.  
A blind test showed that the implement prediction guide was accurate 50% of the 
time and that the force of impact prediction tables were accurate 10% of the time. While 
this is low accuracy, it indicates that this research has potential to help with hacking 
trauma analysis as a baseline for future research, but is not applicable at this time, 
accepting the null hypothesis for the third hypothesis.  
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
 
Skeletal trauma can be categorized into types based on the way that the trauma 
occurs and the different implements that are used. Sharp force trauma occurs when an 
individual is impacted with a slow load force, but the impact surface of the implement 
used has a small surface area that is sharp and can leave incised type wounds, like a 
knife, axe, or saw (Kroman and Symes 2013).  Blunt force trauma is caused by slow 
loading forces (Kroman and Symes 2013) and tools with a greater impact surface area 
(Galloway 1999). However, a tool does not need to be used in order to cause blunt force 
trauma; motor vehicle accidents, aircraft crashes, falls, blast injuries, and natural 
disasters, such as earthquakes, can all cause blunt force trauma as a body may hit an 
object or surface during those circumstances (Galloway and Wedel 2014). Kroman and 
Symes (2013) classify sharp force trauma as a form of blunt force trauma, because they 
both occur at slow loading forces and can cause similar fracture patterns, including 
radiating fractures and occasionally concentric fractures. They differ in the incised type 
marks left from the tools used in sharp force trauma incidents. Hacking trauma is 
classified as a form of sharp force trauma, because the tools that are used (axes, 
machetes, cleavers, etc.) have sharp edges and can leave the incised wounds that are 
characteristic of sharp force trauma (Konopka et al. 2007; Seidel and Fulginiti 2014; 
Symes et al. 2002).  
Hacking trauma is common in forensic cases. It relates to the cause of death in a 
homicide case (Kimmerle and Obafunwa 2014; Konopka et al. 2007; Rajs et al. 1998; 
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Seidel and Fulginiti 2014), a means of postmortem dismemberment (Bailey et al. 2011; 
Di Nunno et al. 2006; Dogan et al. 2010; Häkkänen-Nyholm et al. 2009; Konopka et al. 
2007; Rajs et al. 1998), and a type of torture (Kimmerle and Obafunwa 2014; Morcilla-
Méndez and Campos 2012). Homicide committed via hacking would be an example of 
aggressive dismemberment, which is defined as the severing of body parts as the cause of 
death (Konopka et al. 2007; Rajs et al. 1998; Seidel and Fulginiti 2014). Konopka et al. 
(2007) reported two cases of aggressive mutilation, with both individuals being 
decapitated with an axe. The four cases of aggressive dismemberment outlined in Rajs et 
al. (1998) were acts of overkilling with extensive mutilation to the bodies.  
More commonly, hacking occurs when an individual is dismembered after death. 
There are two main forms of mutilation: defensive and offensive (Konopka et al. 2007; 
Rajs et al. 1998; Seidel and Fulginiti 2014). Defensive mutilation is more common, 
because it occurs when individuals attempt to dispose of a body or conceal the identity of 
a body. Offensive mutilation occurs when the perpetrator dismembers the body as a form 
of aggressive release, in rage, lust, etc. One example of defensive mutilation is described 
in a case study by Dogan et al. (2010) that examined an incident of matricide through 
stabbing, but the daughter dismembered the body afterwards for disposal. Another 
example may be a case study described in Duhig (2003). A clandestine grave was 
excavated and both humeri had been cut at the proximal end and there were cut marks on 
the neck. The remains were matched with arms that had been found at a different scene. 
This sort of evidence suggests that the head and arms were removed to conceal the 
identity of the individual, but this was not confirmed. Konopka et al. (2007) examined a 
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total of twenty-three cases that involved dismemberment, and twenty-one of the cases 
were instances of defensive and offensive mutilation. Rajs et al. (1998) noted that 
seventeen out of the twenty-two cases that they examined were forms of defensive or 
offensive mutilation. Seidel and Fulginiti (2014) examined eight cases, all of which were 
examples of defensive mutilation. Defensive and offensive mutilation therefore may be 
more common in forensic hacking cases as opposed to aggressive mutilation.  
Hacking has been documented in cases of crimes against humanity. Morcilla-
Méndez and Campos (2012) noted that dismemberment sometimes occurs in torture cases 
in Columbia. Defendant testimonies include claims of witnessing individuals being 
tortured by having limbs removed. However, this dismemberment process usually 
resulted in the death of the individual due to blood loss. They also note that there were 
“schools of death,” described as places where people were taught how to dismember 
individuals. The study notes over 4,000 graves that were discovered and that there was 
evidence of hacking on the bones from cut marks that penetrated the bone at different 
depths (Morcilla-Méndez and Campos 2012). Kimmerle and Obafunwa (2014) note that 
in Central and South Africa there are many cases involving individuals who had wounds 
in various stages of healing. When this is found in autopsies it is believed to be evidence 
for abuse or torture (Kimmerle and Obafunwa 2014). In addition, Delabarde and Ludes 
(2010) discussed the remains of tourists that were found in the Amazonian jungle that had 
evidence of perimortem hacking present. Two oblique fractures on the distal femur with 
associated bone flaking and fractures were identified as chop marks. The patella, tibia, 
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and fibula were not recovered. They estimate that the tool used was a machete (Delabarde 
and Ludes 2010).  
It is important for forensic anthropologists to be able to identify hacking trauma 
because of its prevalence in forensic cases. Dismemberment cases have also been shown 
to have lower closing rates than cases without dismemberment because of the difficulties 
that come with the victim potentially being incomplete (Konopka et al. 2007; Seidel and 
Fulginiti 2014), which emphasizes the need for more data collection methods in 
dismemberment cases. This is why it is important to be able to identify tool class, so as to 
gain a better understanding of the crime committed and to aid in crime scene 
investigation when the biological profile may be lacking. Identification of a tool may help 
law enforcement link an implement to a crime. Some studies have examined the ability to 
identify an exact tool, for example, trying to distinguish between different knives. Cerutti 
et al. (2014) attempted to distinguish between different knives and found that it was 
challenging to match the cut mark macroscopically to a particular knife, but based on the 
minimum width of the cutmark and the maximum widths of the knife blades, some types 
of knives could be eliminated. However, studies like that of Humphrey and Hutchinson 
(2001) and Crowder et al. (2013) showed that identifying a tool class rather than an exact 
tool may be more possible. If a forensic anthropologist can identify a tool mark and know 
the characteristics specific to an axe, machete, or a kitchen knife (Humphrey and 
Hutchinson 2001) or a serrated versus non-serrated knife (Crowder et al. 2013; Pounder 
et al. 2011; Thompson and Inglis 2008), then that information can guide law enforcement 
in finding the implement that was used.  
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Experimental studies are vital for establishing criteria that can help narrow down 
tool class. Some studies that examine the effects of hacking trauma have used manual 
force to carry out the hacking (Humphrey and Hutchinson 2001; Lynn and Fairgrieve 
2009a, b; Tucker et al. 2001). Using human subjects simulates a real-life scenario and 
takes into account natural variation in human strength. However, standardizing the 
striking action is difficult with a human subject, as there are variables that may change 
the outcome with each swing. Using a mechanical device to perform the experiment 
allows for consistent, repeatable actions. Different devices or apparatuses have been 
created for specific studies. Examples include a device created for the Alunni-Perret et al. 
(2005, 2010) studies that resembles a guillotine. The bone specimen is placed on a 
platform and a tool is dropped straight down from a predetermined height. Another 
example is that of Humphrey et al. (2016, 2017). This device has an arm on a pivot with 
a mount for a knife at one end and a weight at the other. The purpose is for the knife to 
swing down and slice the element mounted at the bottom of the apparatus from a 
consistent height and with a consistent force (Humphrey et al. 2016, 2017).  
The use of a device also allows controlled variation in forces of impact. As 
previously mentioned, it allows consistent experimentation, but alterations to the device 
may allow for variations in force or acceleration of impact. This can help account for 
human variation in strength by testing at different force levels. Earlier studies, such as 
that of Humphrey and Hutchinson (2001), did not record the forces that were applied 
during experimentation. However, based on the descriptions of the individuals 
participating in their study, there were likely different forces used. They recreated a real-
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life scenario, but differences in force may have caused variations in their results. A more 
recent study (Humphrey et al. 2017) examined cut marks on bone by using a device and 
having different levels of force acting on the bone. Different levels of force were able to 
account for human variation. The authors note that the use of the device also kept the 
slicing consistent and removed any user bias from the experiment, both of which are 
important features for experimental design.  
The present study examined hacking trauma using an axe, machete, cleaver, and 
chef’s knife. In hacking cases, axes and machetes are common tools used; however, 
kitchen utensils (e.g., cleaver and chef’s knife) have also been used in hacking cases 
(Bailey et al. 2011; Konopka et al. 2007). The tools were used to hack white-tailed deer 
(Odocoileus virginianus) long bones at varying impact forces to account for the 
variability of forces used in real-life scenarios. Even though there is a difference in the 
surface hardness of the various species, it was important for this study that the bones 
were similar to human long bones morphologically. The white-tailed deer long bones 
were used as opposed to domestic pig, because morphologically, white-tailed deer long 
bones resemble human long bones more closely than those of domestic pig, since they are 
slightly larger and more robust in shape. Domestic (Sus scrofa) pig has a slightly lower 
bone surface hardness (26.0 kg/mm-2) than that of humans (39.5 kg/mm-2) (Saville et al. 
2007). White-tailed deer have a higher bone surface hardness (54.8 kg/mm-2) than that of 
humans. A study by Chilvarquer et al. (1987) used various animal bones, white-tailed 
deer being one of them for the morphological resemblance to human long bones. A 
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special device was used to simulate the hacking to ensure consistency between trials 
throughout the project. 
The author proposed three main hypotheses. The first is that the cutmarks would 
appear differently at the varying levels of impact force for the same implements, 
including patterns of fractures, number of fragments, size of fragments, and appearance 
of the cutmark, i.e. the kerf. The null hypothesis would be that there are not identifiable 
differences macroscopically to indicate different levels of force on cutmarks within a tool 
class. The second hypothesis is that there would be observable macroscopic differences 
on the cutmarks between tool classes, and the ability to distinguish between tool classes 
will not be affected by the differences from various levels of force of impact. The null 
hypothesis would be that there are no macroscopic differences observable on the 
cutmarks between tool classes and that the different levels of force affect the ability to 
identify tool class. The final hypothesis is that these observable macroscopic differences 
can be used to create prediction tables that can be used for predicting tool class and the 
level of force applied. The null hypothesis would be that the prediction tables created 
based on these characteristics cannot be used for predicting tool class or level of force 
applied.  
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CHAPTER 2:  PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
 
 
Biomechanics 
Bone is a hard tissue and reacts differently to various levels of force applied, 
which can be relevant to sharp force trauma, including hacking cases. The combination of 
the collagen fibres (organic matrix) and calcium hydroxyapatite (inorganic matrix) that 
make up bone results in a material that is both strong and elastic (Galloway 1999; 
Galloway and Wedel 2014; Symes et al. 2012). Stress may be applied to bone and cause 
elastic deformation, which is when elastic properties of the bone allow it to return to its 
original shape. However, if the bone reaches the yield point, plastic deformation occurs. 
Following plastic deformation, if stress continues to be applied to the bone, it can reach 
the fracture point. Bone is a heterogenous material in its shape and configuration, 
meaning that the yield point and fracture point varies between each bone and on different 
portions of the same bone. Another factor to consider is individual variation in bone size 
and strength, since that would mean even thought the elements are the same, the strength 
and size may not be consistent (Galloway 1999; Galloway and Wedel 2014; Symes et al. 
2012).  
Studying these different reactions that bone can have under various circumstances 
can lead to an accurate interpretation of what happened to the bone. Experimental 
research of blunt and sharp force trauma is vital for contributing to how bone may react 
in various scenarios. Depending on the amount of force applied to the bone, a tool may 
leave a single incision on bone, or it may cause the bone to fracture (Symes et al. 2012). 
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Accounting for variations in force of impact is important for experimental studies. 
It allows the experiment to consider real-life scenarios in a controlled, replicable 
environment. Nolan et al. (2018) argued that variations in force are not important to 
consider when analyzing sharp force trauma. However, their study was concerned with 
soft tissue injury, not bony injury. They argue that it is important to know at which point 
the skin pierces, and what the relationship between that point and the sharpness of the 
tool is. Once those points are known, they argue, the amount of force applied above that 
is irrelevant (Nolan et al. 2018). However, as previously noted, bone reacts in different 
ways than soft tissue, meaning that it should not be held to the same standard of testing.  
Cohen et al. (2016) examined the different fracture types that occur when 
different levels of energy are applied, in order to better understand fracture propagation 
and see if that can be applied to recreating the events surrounding the fracture 
propagation (such as in child abuse cases or car crashes). They used defleshed domestic 
pig femora in their study. A low energy pendulum device was used to inflict the trauma 
to the bones, which were mounted onto a clamp that applied compression pressure to the 
bone in order to simulate weight bearing in a standing position. The pendulum was then 
swung from different points to create a low, moderate, and high velocity impact. The 
fracture patterns produced were analyzed in order to discern differences between the 
three different velocities. They found that at the low velocity simple transverse fractures 
were created with short longitudinal fractures radiating toward the epiphyseal ends. The 
moderate and high velocity results were described together as being more comminuted or 
having a multi-fragment double butterfly pattern. Typically, more oblique fracture lines 
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were produced, and they were longer than the ones created at the low velocity. At the 
moderate and high velocities, they observed the appearance of larger fragments and that 
the size of the fragments increased with an increase in the velocity. Fragments were not 
observed at the low velocity (Cohen et al. 2016). Their findings may be applied to 
hacking trauma cases if fractures are present. 
 
Archaeological Research  
Some early research on sharp force trauma, and in some instances including 
hacking trauma, has been conducted in archaeological contexts. Ardagna et al. (2005) 
examined an individual in a grave from Sarliève-Grande Halle in France who had been 
bound and beheaded. There was clear sharp force trauma on the C1 and C2 vertebrae, 
which when coupled with the head being disconnected supports the beheading 
interpretation. The left portion of the occipital also had trauma on it that appeared to be 
from a heavy blow, possibly from a sword (Ardagna et al. 2005). Bromage and Boyde 
(1984) iterated the importance of interpreting sharp force trauma in archaeological 
contexts, especially in regard to early hominins and their hunting and scavenging 
techniques. In particular, Bromage and Boyd (1984) examined if directionality could be 
determined in order to estimate the handedness of early hominins and potentially further 
understand their food processing techniques (Bromage and Boyde 1984). 
Lewis (2008) conducted an experiment using six different blade classes 
(Japanese-style katana, Arabian-style scimitar, Kris-blade broadsword, Samburu short 
sword, machete, and hunting knife) to create a diagnostic table for identifying sharp force 
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tool class in archaeological contexts. The study used various blade classes that could be 
seen in the archaeological record connected to instances of inter-personal violence. 
Weapons such as the broadsword are heavier in nature, so he hypothesized that the tool 
marks created from them would differ in nature to those of smaller knife blades, 
potentially creating the appearance of sharp force trauma combined with blunt force 
trauma via the presence of characteristics of both. The results indicate that broadswords 
frequently result in broken bone with variable shapes of the cutmark and that machetes 
were documented leaving circular shaped marks with conchoidal flaking and minimal 
associated fracturing (Lewis 2008).  
Trauma analysis of 21 individuals who supposedly perished in an ambush at Ft. 
Laurens, Ohio, in 1778-1779, resulted in the identification of blunt force trauma, sharp 
force trauma, and gunshot trauma (Williamson et al. 2003). Sharp force trauma was 
divided into two subcategories: coarse lesions (heavy bladed instrument used for 
chopping/stabbing) and fine lesions (fine bladed instrument used for incising and 
cutting). The purpose of the trauma analysis was to aid in reconstructing the events at Ft. 
Laurens and confirm eyewitness accounts of scalping. Coarse lesions were identified on 
75% of the sample. The cranial coarse lesions were described as large marks 
perpendicular to the skull, completely penetrating the bone. Four individuals had coarse 
lesions on postcranial elements, including the scapular spine, ilium, and ribs. One 
individual had them on their C1 and C2 vertebrae. The coarse lesions are hypothesized to 
be from a hatchet or war-club (Williamson et al. 2003).  
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Sharp Force Trauma Analysis 
There has been extensive research into sharp force trauma in a forensic context. 
Flieger et al. (2016) found that about 60% of sharp force trauma cases involve bone 
injuries. Stabbing incidents that result in sharp force trauma on bone are more common 
than hacking trauma, causing research toward identification and classification of stab 
wounds to be more common.  
Bartelink et al. (2001) performed an experiment to test if the dimensions of the 
implement used could be discerned from the width of the cutmark. The study used three 
different knives: scalpel blade, paring knife, and kitchen utility knife. The blades were 
removed from the handles and mounted onto an increment machine. An increment 
machine is designed count increments of various types (fingerprint ridges, for example), 
but the increment machine used in their experiment was uniquely designed for it. The 
blades were mounted in a fixed position, and the bone was fixed on an arm in the path of 
the blade. The cutmarks were examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and 
the data showed that the cutmarks had minor variations among them, but the general 
trend indicated that the width of the cutmark increased with the width of the blade 
(Bartelink et al. 2001). Bartelink et al. (2001) then noted that caution should be taken 
when trying to identify a tool based on width of the cutmark, since there can be 
variability in width within a tool class and overlap in widths between tool classes.  
Capuani et al. (2014) examined knife marks on partially fleshed human clavicles 
using epifluorescence microscopy. This made it possible to determine the tool that was 
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used based on unique characteristics present on the cut, as well as the directionality. 
Shaw et al. (2011) examined the V-shaped knife marks left on bone using a 3D digital 
microscope and found that it was possible to determine grind shape, which is the shape of 
the wall of the knife from the blunt to sharp edge, as well as other characteristics present 
on the blade in order to map the appearance of the knife used. Thali et al. (2003) used 
micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) to examine knife stab wounds in pig pelvic 
bones to determine if it was possible to identify which knife was used. The knives that 
they used in the experiment were removed with and without a rocking motion. The 
rocking motion was done by rotating the knife when pulling it out in order to simulate a 
more realistic scenario, but they found that this action made it more challenging to 
identify the knife correctly, since it altered the appearance of the cutmark (Thali et al. 
2003).  
Thompson and Inglis (2008) analyzed the difference between serrated and non-
serrated incised cut marks using SEM. They found that non-serrated blades typically left 
a T-shaped incision that was surrounded by an area of depressed bone in the shape of a 
triangle. Serrated blades left Y-shaped incisions with an area of triangular depressed bone 
(Thompson and Inglis 2008). 
Crowder et al. (2013) examined the effects of sharp force trauma from knives 
with varying levels of serration on cartilage and bone microscopically. They found that 
partially serrated blades were consistently misidentified, but the serrated and non-serrated 
ones were more successfully identified because the striations were patterned or not 
patterned, respectively. Puentes and Cardoso (2013) also examined sharp force trauma in 
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cartilage and tested whether the angle that the tool struck the cartilage affected the ability 
to identify the tool used. The samples were examined using a stereomicroscope, but the 
striations left behind were visible macroscopically. The cuts done by the same knife at 
the same angle left the same striation pattern, but there were differences in striation 
pattern if the tool struck at varying angles (Puentes and Cardoso 2013). 
Microscopic analysis, like SEM, micro-CT, or epifluorescence microscopy, is 
beneficial because it uncovers fine details, however, these special resources may not 
always be available. This is why macroscopic analysis should also be researched further, 
since there have been studies that show that it is possible to differentiate between tool 
classes (Cerutti et al. 2014; Humphrey and Hutchinson 2001; Humphrey et al. 2017). As 
noted above, Humphrey and Hutchinson (2001) used a machete, axe, and cleaver to 
perform experimental hacking on domestic pig limbs. They were able to identify traits 
that could be used to help identify which tool had been used, which included the 
appearance of the entry and exit sites, fracture types present, and measurements of the 
kerf. Cerutti et al. (2014) used eleven different blades and fragments of pig femora for 
their study. They measured the width of the cutmarks in order to see if tools could be 
identified based on that characteristic, similar to the study done by Bartelink et al. (2001). 
Cerutti et al. (2014) found that the cutmark is typically wider than the tool that was used. 
This confirms that the minimum width measured on the cutmark is the maximum width 
possible for the tool, which can aid in eliminating some knives (Cerutti et al. 2014).  
One form of sharp force trauma that can be examined macroscopically, with a 
light microscope, or with other microscopic techniques, is sawing. Symes et al. (1998, 
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2002, 2010), Saville et al. (2007), and Berger et al. (2018) examined saw marks on bone 
and found that the striations left from the teeth on the blade are valuable for identifying 
what type of saw was used. Saws are frequently used in dismemberment cases (Delabarde 
and Ludes 2010; Saville et al. 2007), so narrowing down the type of saw that was used 
can be beneficial to their investigations.  
 
Hacking Trauma Analysis 
Hacking trauma has been researched both macroscopically and microscopically. 
Microscopic research includes a study done by Tucker et al. (2001) which was a 
continuation study from that of Humphrey and Hutchinson (2001). Their study did not 
include the axe, or the bones hit with the axe, because these trauma surfaces did not 
display striations (Tucker et al. 2001). Using SEM, they were able to distinguish patterns 
in the striations left on bone from the tools and match them with striations that were 
recorded on the tools (Tucker et al. 2001).  
Alunni-Perret et al. (2005, 2010) were able to identify distinguishing 
characteristics using SEM in order to differentiate between sharp force trauma left by 
different tools. Alunni-Perret et al. (2005) used a knife and a hatchet to inflict trauma on 
defleshed human femora with the aid of a guillotine-type device. Macroscopically, there 
was a difference between the cutmarks, but there was a lack of characteristics that were 
identifiable in order to aid in the correct classification of which class of tool was used. 
Consistently, the cutmarks were found to be narrow and linear, but 40% of the hatchet 
sample had irregular edges, whereas 100% of the knife sample and the remaining 60% of 
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the hatchet sample had even edges. However, once SEM analysis was performed, Alunni-
Perret et al. (2005) were able to discern characteristics that were able to identify the tool. 
The knife wound exhibited one edge, or side of the kerf, as even, and the second edge 
was commonly irregular. This differed from the hatchet, since both edges were found to 
be irregular. One trait was found in all hatchet samples and none of the knife samples: 
lateral pushing back. This is defined as the accumulation of bone on the outer surfaces of 
the cut resulting from compressive forces.  
Alunni-Perret et al. (2010) used the same tools, knife and hatchet, on fragments of 
human mandible. The authors noted the same characteristics that could be used in order 
to differentiate between the knife wound and the hatchet wound when using SEM. Lateral 
pushing back was only observed in hatchet samples, and hatchet samples had more 
irregular edge surfaces (Alunni-Perret et al. 2010). 
Another study that examined hacking trauma from a microscopic perspective was 
by Lynn and Fairgrieve (2009b). Their study used samples from a previous study (Lynn 
and Fairgrieve 2009a) to examine the microscopic differences that occur on bone based 
on whether or not the specimen is fleshed or defleshed (Lynn and Fairgrieve 2009b). 
They found that there is a microscopic difference in the appearance of trauma on fleshed 
versus defleshed bones. One of the main characteristics observed was whether or not 
there was osteon pullout present at the impact sites. Osteon pullout is when the osteons 
are pulled out position rather than broken apart and it may occur when fresh bone 
fractures at a reduced speed. A similar phenomenon was observed in the study conducted 
by Feng et al. 1999, in which they describe osteons and lamellae being “pulled out” or 
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deformed during instances when more energy has been absorbed but appear as a flat 
surface when less energy has been absorbed (Figure 2.1). Lynn and Fairgrieve (2009b) 
found that in defleshed specimens there was a lack of osteon pullout, and they 
hypothesized that this occurred because the axe was able to cut through the bone 
immediately, breaking through the osteon. In the fleshed specimens, osteon pullout was 
observed. They believe that this occurred because the flesh absorbed some of the energy 
produced from the impact, causing the osteons to be pulled out, whereas when the soft 
tissue does not absorb the extra force, the implement cleanly breaks through the osteon 
(Lynn and Fairgrieve 2009b).  
As previously mentioned, Humphrey and Hutchinson (2001) examined the 
macroscopic effects of hacking trauma on defleshed domestic pig limbs. Hacking was 
done manually, and differences in force were not recorded. Their results indicated that it 
was possible to identify tool class macroscopically on bone based on certain 
characteristics, such as the appearance of the kerf, fractures patterns, and the size of the 
fragments produced. They found that cleaver trauma was always clean cut upon entry and 
that radiating fractures did not occur upon entry but occasionally would occur at the kerf 
floor. Machete entry cuts usually had appeared as chattered, which is the presence of 
small fragments and chips, but were sometimes clean cut; however, the exit wounds 
always had small to medium size fragments from fractures that made their exit wounds 
easily identifiable. Hacking with the axe resulted in many fractures and fragments 
because of the crushing nature of the axe. This made axe trauma easily identifiable, 
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because there was heavy fracturing at the entrance, and the exit usually had one large 
triangular fragment detach (Humphrey and Hutchinson 2001).  
Lynn and Fairgrieve (2009a) compared the effects of hacking trauma on fleshed 
versus defleshed specimens macroscopically, as opposed to their follow up study that 
examined microscopic differences (Lynn and Fairgrieve 2009b). They used fully fleshed 
juvenile domestic pig limbs, as well as defleshed ones (Lynn and Fairgrieve 2009a). The 
implements used were an axe and a hatchet. All the hacking was done manually to the 
bone, and no differences in force were recorded. It was found that there is a difference in 
the appearance of hacking trauma on bone depending on whether or not the flesh is still 
present. Less chattered was present in fleshed individuals, and Lynn and Fairgrieve 
(2009a) proposed that this could be because the flesh was absorbing the shock of the 
impact. They also found that it was harder to bisect the fleshed specimens as opposed to 
the defleshed ones.  
Nogueira et al. (2017) examined the macroscopic and microscopic appearance of 
hatchet trauma on a human tibia. The tibia was defleshed before experimentation, and a 
device was used to standardize the trauma inflicted on the bone. The purpose of the study 
was to examine the smaller cuts that can be formed in a chopping/cutting scenario using a 
hatchet. The results indicated that there is minimal macroscopic detail to distinguish the 
tool from others based on the appearance of the cut mark (Nogueira et al. 2017). The cuts 
were examined using stereomicroscopy (SM) and SEM. More detail was noted using 
SEM, such as lateral pushing back on one wall of the kerf, also noted by Alunni-Perret et 
al. (2005, 2010). Nogueira et al. (2017) described the characteristics of lateral pushing 
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back as an accumulation of bone on one kerf wall, with the occasional presence of a fossa 
which results from the accumulated bone fragments dislodging. They also noted that SM 
was able to identify these characteristics of lateral pushing back and is a more affordable 
option compared to SEM.  
 
Other Sources of Sharp Force Trauma 
Sharp force trauma can occur in situations not linked to inter-personal violence. 
Various studies have been conducted that help to distinguish between sharp force trauma 
in a violent context or in other scenarios (Haglund et al. 2002; Kendell et al. 2015; 
Martin et al. 2013; Newcomb et al. 2017). A case by Kendell et al. (2015) examined the 
dismemberment of an individual who had climbed under and between two light rail 
transit cars. The train had travelled 1.7 miles before the body was discovered, and at that 
point it was in multiple pieces. The femoral shaft recovered from the scene was noted to 
have striations on the surface likely from being dragged across the pavement under the 
train. The authors noted that the striations present resembled those that could result from 
dismemberment using a saw because of the parallel striation pattern, but these were not 
identical (Kendell et al. 2015). Transected bones were noted to be smooth in appearance. 
However, it is important to note abrasions along the shaft, for these could be a 
distinguishing factor between various forms of trauma leading to dismemberment.  
Lawn mowers and plowing machines have the potential to impact remains and not 
only disperse them over a distance but also cause various forms of trauma to the bone 
(Haglund et al. 2002; Martin et al. 2013; Newcomb et al. 2017). Martin et al. (2013) 
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examined the effects of lawn mowers (riding and push lawn mowers) on skeletal remains. 
Cut marks were noted on the bones from the blades of the mowers. The kerfs were 
described as flat and smooth, resulting from a shearing-type of sharp force trauma with 
no radiating fractures. The authors noted that the cut marks did not resemble those caused 
by sawing or knives in a dismemberment situation (Martin et al. 2013). However, 
dismembered remains may be discarded in areas that could be mown and distinguishing 
between the forms of trauma would ensure that the taphonomic events occurring on the 
bone are interpreted correctly.  
Plowing damage can also create sharp force trauma on bone (Haglund et al.  
2002; Newcomb et al. 2017). Haglund et al. (2002) noted that sharp force trauma may be 
noted on remains that were dispersed or plowed over by various agricultural plows. 
Newcomb et al. (2017) noted linear V-shaped defects from the disk plow in her 
experimental study.  
Boat propellers may also create sharp force trauma. A case studied presented by 
Stubblefield (1999) described a set of remains that were found off the coast of Florida as 
having comminuted fractures and transected long bones. The torso was also documented 
as having large parallel lacerations in the soft tissue. The lacerations in the soft tissue 
aided in the diagnosis of a boat propeller, but the skeletal markers are important to note. 
Propeller blades are not typically sharpened, meaning that the cut marks should be 
distinguishable from other tools used to inflict sharp force trauma, even if some of the 
patterning may be similar (Stubblefield 1999). 
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Devices in Experimental Studies 
Many of the previously discussed studies use some form of device in order to 
simulate sharp force trauma (Alunni-Perret et al. 2005, 2010; Bartelink et al. 2001; 
Cerutti et al. 2014; Humphrey et al. 2017; Nogueira et al. 2017; Shaw et al. 2011) or 
blunt force trauma (Cohen et al. 2016; Reber and Simmons 2015). The benefit of using a 
device during experimentation is that it will allow consistency in data collection. While 
manual experimentation is valuable because it most closely resembles a real-life 
situation, it may lack consistency between trials. The different types of devices are 
outlined below. 
The device that was created for the experiment conducted by Alunni-Perret et al. 
(2005, 2010) and Nogueira et al. (2017) resembled a guillotine. The blade of the weapon 
was attached to a part, supported by two perpendicular guiding posts, so that could be 
raised and dropped onto the bone specimen. While this type of device allows for 
uniformity in how the experiment is conducted, a straight-down dropping motion does 
not closely resemble that of a real-life scenario. An individual’s arm will typically come 
down in an arc as it swings. The device created by Humphrey et al. (2016, 2017) 
resembles this action more closely. The knife was mounted to the end of an arm that 
started in a high position and dropped down in an arc, slicing the bone as it reached the 
bottom.  
Another type of machine that has been used to conduct sharp force trauma 
experiments with different blade types was that by Bartelink et al. (2001). This 
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experiment used a type of increment machine that was adapted for their study. The blades 
were attached to a fixed arm, and the bones were attached to an arm that would drop to 
meet the blade. The purpose was to ensure consistency and replicability in the force and 
angle that the blade impacted the element with.  
The device constructed for the study conducted by Reber and Simmons (2015) 
used a pendulum apparatus with a weighted blunt anvil that struck the diaphysis of a pig 
long bone. The purpose of their study was the understand the propagation of butterfly 
fractures in blunt force trauma incidents. Cohen et al. (2016) also used a pendulum 
apparatus in order to create blunt force trauma on domestic pig femora. Wieberg and 
Wescott (2008) used a drop impact device that caused blunt force trauma on domestic pig 
bones for an experimental study examining the differences of perimortem and 
postmortem trauma. 
 
Conclusion 
Sharp force trauma analysis has aided in the fields of paleoanthropology and 
bioarchaeology (Ardagna et al. 2005; Bromage and Boyd 1984; Lewis 2008; Williamson 
et al. 2003). Forensic anthropological research has focused on the analysis of sharp force 
trauma in a variety of contexts, including homicide (Kimmerle and Obafunwa 2014; 
Konopka et al. 2007; Rajs et al. 1998; Seidel and Fulginiti 2014), postmortem 
dismemberment (Bailey et al. 2011; Di Nunno et al. 2006; Dogan et al. 2010; Häkkänen-
Nyholm et al. 2009; Konopka et al. 2007; Rajs et al. 1998), and crimes against humanity, 
such as torture (Kimmerle and Obafunwa 2014; Morcilla-Méndez and Campos 2012).  
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Figure 2.1. Left image depicts a microscopic view of a Haversian system where the 
osteons have broken, creating a flat surface. The right image depicts a microscopic 
view of a Haversian system where osteon pullout has occurred. The jagged 
appearance is the osteons that have been pulled out of place and may have been 
deformed in the process (Feng et al. 1999:44). 
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CHAPTER 3:  METHODS 
 
Introduction 
White-tailed deer femora, tibiae, humeri, and radii were used for this project. The 
deer bones were obtained from A. Arenas & Sons, Inc., a commercial butcher. The bones 
were partially fleshed during experimentation. The majority of the soft tissue had beene 
already removed, but a small layer of soft tissue remained along the diaphyses. The bones 
were retrieved in November 2016 and stored in freezers for eight months until data 
collection commenced in June 2017. Evans (1973) noted that the thawing of frozen bone 
does not have an impact on its mechanical properties. 
The limbs had to be disarticulated before data collection. This process was 
completed by using a circular hand saw on the joint between the femora and tibiae, as 
well as at the distal end of the tibiae at the tarsals. The humeri were disarticulated from 
the radii and ulnae using a box cutter. The tool marks left behind from disarticulating the 
bones was not a concern, since the experiment caused tool marks only on the diaphysis of 
the bone.  
 
Tools and Hacking Device  
The hacking experiment tested four different tool types: chef’s knife, cleaver, 
machete, and axe (Figures 3.1 to 3.4). The chef’s knife used was a KitchenAid® with a 
blade length of 6” (15.24 cm) and mass of 140.6 g. The cleaver was also a KitchenAid® 
with a blade length of 6.5” (16.51 cm) and mass of 307.8 g. The machete was a Gerber® 
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with a blade length 10.75” (27.30 cm) and a mass of 426.5 g. The axe was 4.5” (11.43 
cm) Husky® with a mass of 2,500.0 g. Each tool was mounted to a special device 
(detailed below) that hacked at the bones with a single swing.  
The device (Figure 3.5) was constructed by a team of three senior mechanical 
engineering students from the Mechanical Engineering Department in the Boston 
University College of Engineering who were supervised by Dr. Enrique Gutierrez-Wing.  
The device is able to hack the bones at three different forces of impact 
consistently, which was ensured by the use of an accelerometer. The device is composed 
of an arm that can be raised, and a switch on a ratchet wrench allows for the arm to drop. 
The ratchet was also used to minimize the amount of bounce that occurred after the arm 
was dropped. Bounce may occur if the implement hits the bone and does not bisect the 
bone or remain lodged in the bone.  
The element was mounted onto two platforms and held in place with two 
backpack-style straps (Figure 3.6). They were tightened to fit around the element so that 
it would not move during the hacking process. The platforms were placed apart from 
each other so that the diaphysis had empty space immediately under it so as to prevent 
any resistance if an implement were to break through the element. 
All four tools are also easily interchangeable on the arm of the device. The arm 
was then lifted to a designated point on a mounted dial that indicated high, medium, and 
low force. At this point the arm was released and hit the elements at the designated force 
of impact. For the lowest force of impact, the arm was lifted to 15’ (38.10 cm), and the 
final velocity was 1.13 m/s. The medium force of impact had the arm raised to 18’ (45.72 
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cm), and the final velocity was 1.59 m/s. The highest force of impact was achieved with 
the arm raised to 20’ (50.80 cm), and with a final velocity of 2.17 m/s. These velocities 
were chosen by the engineering students after recording the velocities of various 
individuals swinging their arm down in a hacking or chopping motion with an 
accelerometer, in order to ensure that they were similar to real-life scenarios. There is 
also a removeable plastic box that covers the site of impact so that any fragments that 
were dislodged during the strike could be collected. The device was tested on domestic 
pig femora, which were also obtained commercially, because they were more readily 
available to the engineering students.  
 
Hacking Tests 
A total of 144 impacts were completed. Each implement (n=4) hit each element 
(n=4) at each force of impact (n=3) a total of three times. Particular care was taken when 
hacking the radii so as to ensure that the ulnae did not interfere with the impact. The 
ulnae were then discarded after maceration. Each implement went through a total of 
thirty-six (n=36) rounds of tests. The tools did not need to be replaced or sharpened 
during the experiment, because they proved to be more resilient than anticipated. Hacking 
was completed in segments of about thirty to forty bones at a time.  
After the statistical analysis of the first round of experimentation, a blind test of 
ten elements at unknown forces of impact and using unknown implements was done to 
test the accuracy of an implement prediction table and a force prediction table (detailed 
below). The implements and forces were chosen for the blind test using an online 
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randomizer. A helper was needed to aid the author, so that the author did not know which 
implements or force of impact levels were used. Once the bones were hacked for the 
blind test, they underwent the maceration and degreasing processes that are outlined 
below. 
 
Maceration 
Once a round of bones was hacked, they were macerated following the protocol 
outlined by Fenton et al. (2003). The bones were placed in labelled, nylon bags to keep 
them separate from each other and prevent any misidentification of specimens. They 
were then placed into turkey roasters. Oster® turkey roasters were used, as they could be 
set at a given temperature to ensure the water solution temperature was maintained 
throughout the time the bones were cooking. Two turkey roasters were used, and 
approximately fifteen bones could fit in each one. They were filled with water and one 
cup of Biz® detergent and placed at a temperature of 170oF for 24 hours. After the first 
24-hour period, the majority of the soft tissue remaining on the bones was removed, and 
they were placed into a new solution of water and Biz® detergent at 170oF for another 24 
hours. Once this second round of cooking was done, any remaining soft tissue was easily 
removed. It was also during this process that all the ulnae were discarded as they 
detached from the radii.  
Once the two rounds of defleshing were completed, the bones were further 
degreased in the turkey roasters by filling them up with water and adding ¾ of a cup of 
Dawn® degreasing dish soap. The turkey roasters were set to 150oF, and the bones were 
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left for 8 to 10 hours. At the end of this period any fat was scraped off the top and the 
water and soap were then changed for a fresh batch, and they were left for another 8-10 
hours. Once this process was completed, the bones were removed from the nylon bags 
and placed on trays with a labelled paper towel and left to dry. Four months after the first 
round of degreasing, the bones were degreased a second time using the same method, 
since there was still an excess of fat leaching from the bones. 
 
Analysis 
Macroscopic Analysis 
Data were collected partially based on those characteristics outlined by Humphrey 
and Hutchinson (2001), Alunni-Perret et al. (2005), and Nogueira et al. (2017). The 
width of the entry point was measured with digital sliding calipers in millimetres to two 
decimal places. The overall appearance of the entrance and exit (if applicable) was 
categorized as clean cut, chattered, crushing, fracture, or other. Clean cut was defined as 
the kerf walls have no visible bone fragments (Figure 3.7). Chattered was defined as very 
small bone fragments on or surrounding the kerf (Figure 3.8). These fragments would be 
less that 0.5 cm in size and would not necessarily be dislodged from the kerf. Crushing 
was defined as small to medium fragments being pushed into the element from the impact 
of the implement (Humphrey and Hutchinson 2001). Fracture was defined as large 
fragments being dislodged, large fractures radiating from the kerf, or bisecting of the 
element (Figure 3.3).   
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All fractures present were documented following Galloway (1999) and Galloway 
and Wedel (2014). Transverse fractures are perpendicular to the long axis of the bone. 
Typically, they occur in bending situations without the addition of compression forces. 
Compression forces will likely alter the appearance of the fracture, such as with an 
oblique fracture. An oblique fracture is at an angle (not 90o) relative to the long axis of 
the bone. Butterfly fractures occur under bending and compression forces and result in a 
triangular shaped fragment being dislodged, typically pointing in the direction that the 
force was applied. Comminuted fractures are described as two or more fragments 
dislodging as a result of similar bending and compression forces that may result in a 
butterfly fracture (Galloway 1999; Galloway and Wedel 2014). All fragments larger than 
0.5 cm were collected and documented.  
Each side of the cut mark was also described using the same characteristics as the 
overall appearance. This was done by evaluating if both walls of the kerf appeared as 
clean cut (Figure 3.7), chattered (Figure 3.8), or if there was one side of each (Figure 
3.9). This was added based on the results observed by Alunni-Perret et al. (2005). They 
noted that the edges of the kerf, when observed macroscopically and microscopically, 
were irregular, regular, or a combination of the two. Alunni-Perret et al. (2005) also 
describe a microscopic trait, lateral pushing back, that was considered in the present 
study on a macroscopic level as chattered. Lateral pushing back is the accumulation of 
bone on the edge of the kerf, which was equated to chattered since both deal with an 
accumulation of small bony fragments around the kerf.  
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The presence or absence of conchoidal flaking adjacent to the cut was also 
documented. This was based on the description given by Nogueira et al. (2017) in their 
microscopic analysis of hatchet trauma. They describe a fossa being the scooped-out area 
where small bone fragments were dislodged around the cut mark, which resembled 
conchoidal flaking on a microscopic level. The author adapted this definition to be 
included macroscopically (Figures 3.10 and 3.11). Presence of conchoidal flaking was 
determined by a scooped-out appearance where a small (<0.5 cm) bone fragment was 
dislodged next to the kerf, or if the fragment was still attached, but there was a clear area 
underneath.  
Data were then collected from the blind test sample as outlined previously based 
on the same criteria. These data points, when compared to the prediction tables 
(described below), yielded an estimate on which implement was used and at what level of 
force. 
 
Photographic Documentation 
All cutmarks were documented photographically in addition to the macroscopic 
analysis. This was done to capture qualitative characteristics of the cuts, such as fracture 
patterns, appearance of the entrance, if both walls of the kerf exhibited chattered or were 
clean cut or had one of each, and the presence/absence of conchoidal flaking. Digital 
photographs were taken with a Nikon D 5200. All processing of the photographs was 
done in Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 5.7.1 64-bit.  
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Statistical Analysis 
Based on the data collected, statistical analysis was performed to discern if a 
prediction table of cut mark characteristics could be created for identification of tool class 
and what level of force was used. All statistical analyses were performed using the 
coding program R. The author ran an ANOVA statistical test to determine any statistical 
significance between the results and the independent variables. Significance of the results 
was determined within a 95% confidence interval. An ANOVA test was done to compare 
each observed characteristic (entrance width, appearance of the entrance as a whole, 
appearance of each side of the cut, and presence/absence of conchoidal flaking) with the 
implement used, the level of force applied, and the implement and force combined. 
Another ANOVA was done comparing the implement to entrance width, appearance of 
the entrance as a whole, appearance of each side of the cut, appearance of the entrance as 
a whole combined with the appearance of each side of the cut, presence/absence of 
conchoidal flaking, and force. 
The author then used the data to create recursive partitioning and regression trees 
(rpat model) for each implement in order to determine which observed characteristics 
were valuable for predicting the implement used.  
 
Creation of the Prediction Tables 
The implement prediction table was created using the rpats that were created in R. 
The rpats give a decision tree that indicates the percent likelihood that a given implement 
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would have the identified trait and also provides how many specimens in the sample had 
the trait.  
The force prediction table was created by taking each implement and pairing it 
with one of the characteristics for the entrance appearance based on each side of the kerf 
(both chattered, both clean cut, or one of each). Once the samples for each of those 
combinations was determined, the mean average for the width of the entrance was taken 
for each group and a range was created by adding and subtracting one standard deviation 
from the mean.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. Hacking machine used for experimentation. A) The arm where the 
implements were mounted and stabilized with brackets screwed on. B) Dial that 
indicates where to raise the arm for low, medium, and high force. C) Plastic shield 
that enables easy recovery of dislodged fragments. D) The platform where the bone 
is mounted using backpack-style straps. Scale is in dm. 
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Figure 3.2. Close-up of the element mount on the hacking machine. Arrow is 
pointing at the backpack-style straps that were used to hold the bone in place. The 
star is on one of the two platforms that the bone was placed upon.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Husky® axe that was used during experimentation. Scale is in dm. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Gerber® machete that was used during experimentation. Scale is in cm. 
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Figure 3.5. KitchenAid® cleaver that was used during experimentation. Scale is in 
cm.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.6. KitchenAid® chef’s knife that was used during experimentation. Scale is 
in cm.  
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Figure 3.7. Example of the overall appearance of the entrance being clean cut, and 
both sides of the kerf being classified as clean cut (arrows). Scale is in cm. 
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Figure 3.8. Example of the overall appearance of the entrance being chattered, and 
both sides of the kerf being classified as chattered (arrows). Scale is in cm. 
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Figure 3.9. Example of one side of the kerf being classified as chattered (stars) and 
one side as clean cut (arrows). Scale is in mm.  
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Figure 1.10. Example of conchoidal flaking, outlined by the arrows. Scale is in cm. 
 
 
Figure 3.11. Example of conchoidal flaking with the fragment still attached but with 
a clear area underneath, outlined by arrows. Scale is in cm. 
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CHAPTER 4:  RESULTS 
 
Introduction 
A total of seven characteristics were recorded for each element during data 
collection (Table 4.1). Three characteristics (bisected/non-bisected, fracture type, and 
number of fragments) were not included in the statistical analysis because they occurred 
so rarely in the sample and instead were described individually.  
 
Characteristics Identified 
Width of the Entrance 
A box plot was created to illustrate the distribution of the width of the entrances 
for each implement (Figure 4.1) and each implement at the three levels of force (Figure 
4.2). The mean averages of the width of the entrances are 1.31 mm for the axe, 0.77 mm 
for the machete, 0.43 mm for the cleaver, and 0.43 mm for the chef’s knife. The average 
entrance width for the axe at high force is 1.85 mm, at medium force is 1.38 mm, and at 
low force it is 1.12 mm. The average entrance width for the machete at high force is 1.17 
mm, at medium force is 0.62 mm, and at low force is 0.51 mm. The average entrance 
width for the cleaver at high force is 0.86 mm, at medium force is 0.25 mm, and at low 
force it is 0.18 mm. The average entrance width for the chef’s knife at high force is 0.68 
mm, at medium force is 0.30 mm, and at low force it is 0.30 mm. Entrance widths were 
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recorded as 0 if the width was so small (<0.10 mm) as to record an accurate 
measurement. 
Appearance of the Entrance 
For the overall appearance of the entrance, only three of the possible five 
characteristics were noted: clean cut, chattered, and fracture. Of the entire sample, 29.7% 
were classified as clean cut, 67.6% were classified as chattered, and only 2.8% were 
classified as a fracture. Of the portion classified as clean cut overall, 6.9% were created 
by the axe, 6.2% were created by the machete, 11.0% were created by the chef’s knife, 
and 5.5% were created by the cleaver. Of the portion classified as clean cut overall, 2.8% 
were hit at high force, 11.7% were hit at medium force, and 15.2% were hit at low force. 
Of the portion classified as chattered overall, 15.9% were created by the axe, 18.6% were 
created by the machete, 13.8% were created by the chef’s knife, and 19.3% were created 
by the cleaver. Of the portion classified as chattered overall, 28.3% were hit at high force, 
21.4% were hit at medium force, and 17.9% were hit at low force. All of the samples that 
fractured were hit by the axe at high force.  
When classifying the appearance of the entrance based on each side of the kerf, 
the various characteristics observed were both clean cut, both chattered, or one chattered 
and one clean cut. Of the whole sample, only 11.0% were observed to have both sides of 
the kerf as chattered. Of the ones exhibiting as chattered on both sides, 2.1% were created 
by the axe, 1.4% were created by the machete, and 60.7% were created by the cleaver. 
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However, when breaking it down by force of impact, 3.5% were hacked at high or low 
force, and 4.1% were hacked at medium force.  
Of the entire sample, 24.8% had both sides of the kerf classified as clean cut, of 
which 4.8% were created by the axe, 6.9% were created by the machete, 7.6% were 
created by the chef’s knife, and 5.5% were created by the cleaver. Broken down by force, 
11.0% were hacked at medium force, 13.8% were hacked at low force, and this was not 
observed at the level of high force.  
Most of the sample (60.7%) exhibited one wall of the kerf as clean cut and the 
other as chattered, of which 15.9% were created by the axe, 16.6% were created by the 
machete or the chef’s knife, and 11.7% were created by the cleaver. When broken down 
by level of force, 27.6% were hacked at high force, 17.9% were hacked at medium force, 
15.2% were hacked at low force.  
Presence/Absence of Conchoidal Flaking 
The presence of conchoidal flaking was fairly evenly distributed among the 
different implements. It was present 17.9% of the time when hacked with an axe, 19.3% 
when hacked with a machete or a chef’s knife, and 20.7% when hacked with a cleaver. It 
was also absent fairly consistently among the different implements since it was not 
observed in 4.8% of the axe or chef’s knife sample, 5.5% in the machete sample, and 
4.1% in the cleaver sample. 
There was a less even distribution when comparing the presence/absence of 
conchoidal flaking to the three different levels of force. At the high force of impact, 
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conchoidal flaking was recorded as present 29.0% of the time and absent 2.1% of the 
time. At the medium force of impact, conchoidal flaking was recorded as present 24.8% 
of the time and absent 8.3% of the time. At the low force of impact, conchoidal flaking 
was recorded as present 23.5% of the time and absent 9.0% of the time.   
Fractured Specimens 
During the experiment, 2.8% of the elements bisected. Each bisection occurred at 
the highest level of force using the axe. The complete fractures that were observed for 
each specimen are detailed below. 
Specimen 25 (Figure 4.3) had a complete transverse fracture. The transverse 
fracture propagated from the base of the kerf. Linear fractures propagated from the wall 
of the kerf, occurring as the axe cut through the bone. These fractures followed the 
longitudinal axis of the diaphysis and curved slightly to produce two larger (>0.5 cm) 
fragments. At the final break point there were incomplete radiating fractures and exit 
chipping of small (<0.5 cm) fragments.  
Specimen 41 (Figure 4.4) produced a comminuted fracture. A total of twelve 
fragments were collected, one of which was shaped as a butterfly fragment. Reber and 
Simmons (2015) describe an indirect butterfly fracture where the butterfly fragment 
points toward the force being applied as opposed to pointing in the direction of the force. 
The butterfly fracture for this specimen would be classified as an indirect butterfly 
fracture, since the fragment collected is pointing toward the direction from which the 
force originated.  
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Specimen 48 (Figure 4.5) bisected as a segmented fracture. Where the initial 
impact occurred, two fracture lines were produced, one appearing as a transverse and the 
other as an oblique. The axe bounced and hit a location on the element that caused the cut 
to connect with the oblique fracture and produce a single large fragment with two distinct 
points of impact and two other larger fragments.  
Specimen 143 (Figure 4.6) bisected with a complete transverse fracture. The 
fracture edges are jagged in appearance. There are radiating fractures extending from the 
exit where the fragments dislodged, and fractures radiating from the initial site of impact 
that follow the longitudinal axis of the diaphysis. Two fragments were collected from this 
specimen.  
 
ANOVA 
ANOVA was used to examine the effect of the implement, force of impact, or 
both on the various dependent variables to see if there was any statistical significance 
between them. The entrance width was found to be affected by the tool (F-value = 
24.937; P-value = 7.27e-13) and the force of impact (F-value = 13.267; P-value = 5.57e-06) 
separately, but a combination of the two (which is the influence of the tool and force 
together as opposed to separately) was not found to be statistically significant (F-value = 
0.903; P-value = 0.495). The entrance width was also not found to have a statistically 
significant relationship with the type of bone (F-value = 0.750; P-value = 0.524). 
The entrance appearance as a whole was affected by the force of impact if the 
result was clean cut (F-value = 14.287; P-value = 2.4e-06) or chattered (F-value = 5.716; 
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P-value = 0.004). There was not a statistically significant relationship between the 
implement and the overall appearance of the entrance (clean cut: F-value = 1.549, P-
value = 0.205; chattered: F-value = 2.136, P-value = 0.099). However, combining the 
impact force with the implement together as a single influence, there was a statistically 
significant relationship if the overall appearance was chattered (F-value = 2.676; P-value 
= 0.017), but not if it was clean cut (F-value = 0.936; P-value = 0.471). If the overall 
appearance was clean cut, there was a statistically significant relationship with the 
element (F-value = 4.625; P-value = 0.004), but not if it was chattered (F-value = 4.147; 
P-value = 0.008). 
The presence or absence of conchoidal flaking exhibited a statistically significant 
relationship with the force of impact (F-value = 3.807; P-value = 0.025) but did not with 
implement (F-value = 0.122; P-value = 0.947), a combination of the implement and the 
force together as a single influence (F-value = 1.110; P-value = 0.360), or the element (F-
value = 0.398; P-value = 0.754).  
The element did not have a statistically significant relationship with any of the 
characteristics except if the overall appearance of the entrance was documented as clean 
cut. When looking at the total sample, 29.7% were recorded having an overall entrance 
appearance of clean cut. Within that sample, the overall appearance of the entrance being 
clean cut was recorded on the humerus 27.9% of the time, and the radius and tibia were 
both recorded as clean cut overall 32.6% of the time. The femur, however, was only 
recorded as having an overall entrance appearance of clean cut 7.0% of the time.  
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An ANOVA was also run to determine which characteristics had statistically 
significant relationships with each implement in order to better define which 
characteristics were influenced by each implement. The axe was found to have a 
statistically significant relationship with the width of the entrance (F-value = 76.652; P-
value = 8.9e-15) and the force of impact (F-value = 10.077; P-value = 8.5-05), but did not 
have a statistically significant relationship with the overall appearance of the entrance (F-
value = 0.297; P-value = 0.587), the appearance of each cut side at the entrance (F-value 
= 1.042; P-value = 0.356), or conchoidal flaking (F-value = 0.807; P-value = 0.371). 
The machete does not have a statistically significant relationship with the width of 
the entrance (F-value = 0.030; P-value = 0.862), the force of impact (F-value = 0.010; P-
value = 0.991), the overall appearance of the entrance (F-value = 0.545; P-value = 0.462), 
the appearance of each side of the kerf at the entrance (F-value = 1.684; P-value = 0.190), 
or conchoidal flaking (F-value = 0.092; P-value = 0.763). 
The chef’s knife was found to have a statistically significant relationship with the 
width of the entrance (F-value = 13.263; P-value = 0.0003), the overall appearance of the 
entrance (F-value = 4.013; P-value = 0.047), and the appearance of each side of the kerf 
at the entrance (F-value = 4.571; P-value = 0.012). The chef’s knife did not have a 
statistically significant relationship with the force of impact (F-value = 1.754; P-value 
0.177) or the conchoidal flaking (F-value = 0.222; P-value = 0.638). 
The cleaver was found to have a statistically significant relationship with the 
width of the entrance (F-value = 13.953; P-value = 0.0003) and the appearance of each 
side of the kerf at the entrance (6.795; P-value = 0.002). It was not found to have a 
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statistically significant relationship with the force of impact (F-value = 1.452; P-value = 
0.238), the overall appearance of the entrance (F-value = 2.661; P-value = 0.105), or 
conchoidal flaking (F-value = 0.356; P-value = 0.552). 
 
Implement Prediction 
The rpat results are represented in (Figures 4.7 – 4.12). Based on the 
characteristics used to predict each element, the following were included with the final 
implement prediction table (Figure 4.13). The rpat for the axe indicated that if there is 
major fracturing, or the width of the cut is >0.73 mm and the walls of the kerf appear 
clean cut, then there is an 83% chance that it is an axe under these controlled 
circumstances. If the width of the entrance is 0.92 – 1.5 mm and the kerf walls are 
chattered, there is a 56% chance that it is an axe. This increases to 73% if the width of the 
entrance is >1.5 mm.  
The rpat for the machete indicated that if the entrance width is between 0.88-0.96 
mm, there is a 57% chance that it is the machete. If the appearance of each side of the 
kerf is clean cut, or if you have one side clean cut and the other chattered, and the width 
of the entrance is >0.58 mm, then there is a 60% chance it is a machete. If both sides of 
the kerf appear as clean cut and the entrance width is <0.72 mm, then there is a 78% 
chance it is the machete. 
The rpat for the cleaver indicated that if the overall appearance of the entrance is 
chattered then there is a 56% chance it is the cleaver. This increases to 69% if both sides 
of the kerf at the entrance are classified as chattered.  
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The rpat for the chef’s knife indicated that if both sides of the appearance of 
entrance are classified as clean cut or one side as clean cut and the other as chattered, and 
the width of the entrance is between 0.16-0.40 mm, then there is a 63% that it is the 
chef’s knife.  
A second set of rpats for the machete and cleaver were created excluding the data 
from the axe. Eliminating the axe data from the sample allowed for the rpat values to be 
more precise in implement prediction for those two implements. The rpat for the machete 
indicated that if the entrance width is >0.4 mm and the walls of the kerf appear clean cut, 
then there is an 89% chance it is a machete. This is a higher percent chance than the 
previous rpat, with only a change in the value for the width of the entrance. There is a 
67% chance it is a machete if the entrance width is 0.58 – 0.72 mm and the kerf walls 
exhibit as chattered, or one wall is chattered and one wall is clean cut, which is a 7% 
increase from the previous rpat. It is a 60% chance if the entrance width is >1.3 mm, and 
both walls of the kerf are chattered or one wall is chattered and one is clean cut, which is 
a more descriptive predictor than what was presented in the previous rpat for the 
machete.  
For the cleaver, the rpat indicated that if the kerf walls are both chattered, then 
there is an 85% chance that it is a cleaver. That is a 16% increase from the previous rpat 
created for the cleaver. There is a 56% chance it is a cleaver if the entrance width is <0.32 
mm, and if the walls of the kerf are both clean cut or if there is one wall that is clean cut 
and one wall that exhibits chattered, or if the overall appearance of the entrance is 
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chattered. While this is the same percent chance for an overall entrance appearance as the 
previous rpat, it gives a more precise description of the cut as a whole.  
 
Force Prediction 
Force prediction tables (Tables 4.2 – 4.3) were created to help with predicting the 
force that was used. The implement should be estimated before using the force prediction 
table. Once the implement is estimated, note the appearance of the entrance at each side 
of the kerf. Knowing the implement and appearance of the entrance at each side of the 
kerf, identify which of the three force prediction tables house those options. Not every 
combination is available for each implement and appearance of the entrance at both sides 
of the kerf, therefore narrowing which force was used. The options at the highest level of 
force for the appearance of the entrance for the axe are one side being clean cut and one 
exhibiting as chattered or fracturing; the machete and chef’s knife only had one side of 
both chattered and clean cut; the cleaver had one side of both chattered and clean cut and 
also had ones with both sides being chattered. At medium force, the options for the 
appearance of the entrance for the axe are one side of both chattered and clean cut or both 
sides being clean cut; the machete and chef’s knife both had one side of both chattered 
and clean cut or both sides being clean cut; the cleaver had one side of both chattered and 
clean cut, both sides clean cut, and both sides chattered. At the lowest level of force, the 
options for the appearance of the entrance for the axe are one side of both chattered and 
clean cut or both sides being clean cut; the machete and chef’s knife both had one side of 
both chattered and clean cut or both sides being clean cut; the cleaver had one side of 
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both clean cut and chattered, both sides clean cut, or both sides being chattered. These 
options are all based on what was observed in the experimental sample.  
Once the force prediction tables have been selected that have the combination of 
implement and appearance of the entrance observed, the width of the entrance is used to 
narrow down the force further. The mean average of the entrance widths for the 
specimens that fell within those categories of implement and appearance of the entrance 
on both sides of the kerf were recorded along with the standard deviations. From there, a 
range of entrance widths was determined within one standard deviation from the mean. If 
the recorded entrance width on the specimen that force is being predicted for falls within 
one of those ranges, then the force table it is from indicates at which level of force it was 
struck. 
 
Blind Test Results 
The results from the blind test are recorded in Table 4.5. For each specimen in the 
test sample (n=10), the implement and force of impact were estimated. Only one, A3, was 
estimated correctly for both implement and force, being the axe at high force. The 
implement was correctly identified 50% (n=5) of the time, and the force level was 
correctly estimated 10% (n=1) of the time. The force estimation table has overlap in some 
of the ranges for width of the entrance, potentially giving multiple options for which level 
of force was used. Specimen B2 was estimated as an axe at high, medium, or low force 
with an entrance width of 1.35 mm. The implement was correctly estimated, and the 
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force used was included in the estimated forces, but the estimated forces encompassed all 
possible options.  
After the blind test was complete, the author estimated the force with the correct 
implements that had been used, not the estimated ones from the prediction table, as well 
as the observed characteristics to see if that increased the accuracy of the force prediction 
tables. Two more of the specimens were correctly estimated, F9 and C9.  
One specimen, A3, is the only bone that bisected in the test sample (Figure 4.14). 
The fracture is a complete oblique fracture. The fracture appears as a transverse fracture 
with jagged edges on the posterior surface, and as oblique on the anterior surface. Only 
one fragment (>0.5 cm) was recorded. 
 
Conclusion 
In total, seven traits were recorded: entrance width, overall appearance of the 
entrance, appearance of each side of the kerf at the entrance, presence/absence or 
conchoidal flaking, whether or not the bone bisected, what kind of fractures were present, 
and how many fragments were present. Only the first four of those traits were used in the 
statistical analysis, since the remaining three traits were not relevant to the majority of the 
sample, since they only occurred in four specimens. It was found that the implement or 
the force of impact had an influence on the presentation of the characteristics documented 
but did not necessarily have a combined influence. Based on the findings two prediction 
guides, one for predicting the implement and one for predicting force of impact, were 
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created and subsequently tested. Both were not accurate in their predictions, but the 
implement prediction table was more accurate than the force of impact prediction table.  
 
 
Figure 4.1. Box plot of width of entrance (mm) for each implement, at all levels of 
force. The ends of the whiskers represent the maximum and minimum widths 
recorded. The upper and lower limits of the box represent the first and third 
quartiles, and the line inside the box represents the median. Any outliers are 
represented by isolated points. 
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Figure 4.2. Box plot of width of entrance (mm) at each force of impact for each 
implement.  
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Figure 4.3. Specimen 25. In above image, arrow indicates direction of impact. 
Complete transverse fracture with longitudinal fractures extending from the cut. In 
the below image, it is an inferior view of the cut and the star indicates where exit 
chipping occurred. Scales are in cm.  
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Figure 4.4. Specimen 41. Arrow indicates the direction of the impact. A comminuted 
fracture with an indirect butterfly fragment (star). Scale is in cm.  
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Figure 4.5. Specimen 48. Arrows indicate the direction of the impact. The initial 
impact site is at the right arrow. The second impact site, from the bounce back, is 
the left arrow. A complete transverse fracture and oblique fracture extend from the 
initial impact site. The second impact site connected with the oblique fracture, 
creating the segmented fragment. Scale is in cm.  
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Figure 4.6. Specimen 143. Arrow indicates the direction of impact. A complete 
transverse fracture with jagged edges propagated from the impact. Scale is in cm.  
 
 
Figure 4.7. Rpat for the axe. 
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Figure 4.8. Rpat for the machete, including the axe sample. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9. Rpat for the machete, not including the axe sample. 
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Figure 4.10. Rpat for the cleaver, including the axe sample. 
 
 
Figure 4.11. Rpat for the cleaver, not including the axe sample. 
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Figure 4.12. Rpat for the chef's knife. 
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Figure 4.13. Implement prediction guide. Entrance widths with no upper or lower 
limits are based on the rpats and are meant to encompass a range of entrance 
widths without a limit.  
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Figure 4.14. Specimen A3. In the above image the arrow indicates the direction of 
impact and the oblique fracture line is visible. On the below image the arrow 
indicates the site of impact and the jagged transverse fracture line is visible. Scales 
are in cm.  
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Table 4.1. Results of the hacking experiment.  
Specimen Element Implement 
Impact 
force 
Width of 
Entrance 
(mm) 
 
Appearance 
of entrance 
Appearance of 
sides of cut 
Presence 
of Fossa 
Did the 
bone 
bisect? 
Number of 
fragments 
present 
1 Tibia Cleaver Low 0  clean cut one of each yes no 0 
2 Tibia Cleaver Low 0  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
3 Femur Cleaver Low 0.18  clean cut one of each yes no 0 
4 Tibia Cleaver Medium 0  chattering one of each yes no 0 
5 Femur Cleaver Low 0.27  chattering one of each yes no 0 
6 Tibia Cleaver Medium 0.15  chattering both clean cut yes no 0 
7 Tibia Cleaver High 0.54  chattering one of each yes no 0 
8 Femur Cleaver Low 0  chattering one of each no no 0 
9 Tibia Cleaver Low 0  chattering one of each yes no 0 
10 Tibia Cleaver Medium 0.44  chattering one of each yes no 0 
11 Femur Cleaver Medium 0  chattering both chattering no no 0 
12 Femur Cleaver Medium 1.21  chattering both chattering no no 0 
13 Femur Cleaver Medium 0.44  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
14 Tibia Cleaver High 1.22  chattering one of each yes no 0 
15 Femur Cleaver High 0.58  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
16 Femur Cleaver High 0.32  chattering one of each yes no 0 
17 Femur Cleaver High 0.88  chattering one of each yes no 0 
18 Tibia Cleaver High 2.11  chattering one of each yes no 0 
19 Radius Cleaver High 0.55  chattering one of each yes no 0 
20 Radius Cleaver High 1.08  chattering one of each yes no 0 
21 Tibia Axe Low 1.81  chattering one of each yes no 0 
22 Tibia Axe Low 0.9  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
23 Femur Axe Medium 1.89  chattering one of each yes no 0 
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Specimen Element Implement 
Impact 
force 
Width of 
Entrance 
(mm) 
 
Appearance 
of entrance 
Appearance of 
sides of cut 
Presence 
of Fossa 
Did the 
bone 
bisect? 
Number of 
fragments 
present 
24 Femur Axe High 1.31  chattering one of each yes no 0 
25 Femur Axe High 0  fracture   yes 2 
26 Femur Axe High 3.12  chattering one of each yes no 0 
27 Femur Axe Medium 1.46  chattering one of each yes no 0 
28 Femur Axe Medium 1.5  chattering one of each yes no 0 
29 Femur Axe Low 1.27  chattering one of each yes no 0 
30 Humerus Axe High 2.62  chattering one of each yes no 0 
31 Humerus Axe Low 0.83  chattering one of each yes no 0 
32 Humerus Axe Low 0.87  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
33 Humerus Axe Low 0.88  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
34 Radius Axe Low 1.5  chattering one of each no no 0 
35 Humerus Axe Medium 1.18  clean cut one of each yes no 0 
36 Humerus Axe Medium 1.55  chattering one of each yes no 0 
37 Femur Axe Low 1.3  chattering one of each yes no 0 
38 Humerus Axe Medium 0.99  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
39 Radius Axe Low 1.47  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
40 Tibia Axe Low 0.92  chattering one of each yes no 0 
41 Humerus Axe High 0  fracture   yes 12 
42 Radius Axe Low 0.97  chattering one of each no no 0 
43 Radius Axe Medium 1.51  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
44 Radius Axe Medium 0.83  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
45 Humerus Axe High 2.58  chattering one of each yes no 0 
46 Tibia Axe Medium 1.87  chattering one of each yes no 0 
47 Radius Axe Medium 2.55  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
48 Humerus Axe High 0  fracture   yes 3 
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Specimen Element Implement 
Impact 
force 
Width of 
Entrance 
(mm) 
 
Appearance 
of entrance 
Appearance of 
sides of cut 
Presence 
of Fossa 
Did the 
bone 
bisect? 
Number of 
fragments 
present 
49 Femur Axe Low 0.72  chattering one of each yes no 0 
50 Radius Axe High 1.72  chattering one of each no no 0 
51 Radius Axe High 1.55  chattering one of each yes no 0 
52 Tibia Axe Medium 0.52  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
53 Humerus Machete Low 0.41  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
54 Humerus Machete Low 0.42  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
55 Humerus Machete Low 0.93  chattering one of each yes no 0 
56 Humerus Machete Medium 1.38  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
57 Humerus Machete Medium 1.13  chattering one of each yes no 0 
58 Humerus Machete Medium 0.65  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
59 Humerus Machete High 1.86  clean cut one of each yes no 0 
60 Humerus Machete High 1.36  chattering one of each yes no 0 
61 Tibia Axe Medium 0.74  chattering one of each no no 0 
62 Radius Axe High 1.29  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
63 Radius Machete Low 0.27  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
64 Radius Machete Low 1.34  chattering one of each yes no 0 
65 Humerus Machete High 1.94  chattering one of each yes no 0 
66 Femur Machete Low 0.29  chattering one of each yes no 0 
67 Femur Machete Low 0.48  chattering both clean cut no no 0 
68 Radius Machete Low 0.49  chattering both clean cut no no 0 
69 Radius Machete Medium 0.47  chattering one of each yes no 0 
70 Radius Machete Medium 0.71  chattering one of each yes no 0 
71 Radius Machete Medium 0.59  chattering one of each yes no 0 
72 Radius Machete High 2.7  chattering one of each yes no 2 
73 Radius Machete High 0.95  chattering one of each yes no 0 
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Specimen Element Implement 
Impact 
force 
Width of 
Entrance 
(mm) 
 
Appearance 
of entrance 
Appearance of 
sides of cut 
Presence 
of Fossa 
Did the 
bone 
bisect? 
Number of 
fragments 
present 
74 Radius Machete High 0.64  chattering one of each yes no 0 
75 Humerus Cleaver Low 0.23  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
76 Humerus Cleaver Low 0.23  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
77 Radius Cleaver High 1.58  chattering one of each yes no 0 
78 Humerus Cleaver Low 0.16  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
79 Radius Cleaver Low 0.24  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
80 Radius Cleaver Low 0.58  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
81 Radius Chef's Knife Low 0.18  clean cut one of each yes no 0 
82 Radius Chef's Knife Low 0.25  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
83 Radius Chef's Knife Low 0  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
84 Radius Chef's Knife Medium 0.73  clean cut one of each yes no 0 
85 Radius Chef's Knife Medium 0.31  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
86 Radius Chef's Knife Medium 0.17  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
87 Radius Chef's Knife High 0.52  chattering one of each yes no 0 
88 Radius Chef's Knife High 0.59  chattering one of each yes no 0 
89 Radius Chef's Knife High 0.32  chattering one of each yes no 0 
90 Humerus Chef's Knife Low 0.38  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
91 Humerus Chef's Knife Low 0.24  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
92 Humerus Chef's Knife Low 0.23  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
93 Humerus Chef's Knife Medium 0  chattering one of each yes no 0 
94 Humerus Chef's Knife Medium 0.17  chattering one of each yes no 0 
95 Humerus Chef's Knife Medium 0.53  chattering one of each no no 0 
96 Humerus Chef's Knife High 1.12  chattering one of each yes no 0 
97 Humerus Chef's Knife High 0.24  clean cut one of each yes no 0 
98 Humerus Chef's Knife High 0.33  chattering one of each yes no 0 
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Specimen Element Implement 
Impact 
force 
Width of 
Entrance 
(mm) 
 
Appearance 
of entrance 
Appearance of 
sides of cut 
Presence 
of Fossa 
Did the 
bone 
bisect? 
Number of 
fragments 
present 
99 Femur Chef's Knife Low 0.65  chattering one of each yes no 0 
100 Radius Cleaver Low 0.28  chattering both clean cut yes no 0 
101 Radius Cleaver Medium 0  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
102 Radius Cleaver Medium 0.32  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
103 Radius Cleaver Medium 0.17  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
104 Humerus Cleaver Medium 0  chattering one of each yes no 0 
105 Humerus Cleaver Medium 0.3  chattering one of each yes no 0 
106 Humerus Cleaver Medium 0  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
107 Humerus Cleaver High 0  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
108 Humerus Cleaver High 0.55  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
109 Humerus Cleaver High 0.93  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
110 Femur Machete Low 0.63  chattering both clean cut yes no 0 
111 Femur Machete Medium 0.51  chattering one of each yes no 0 
112 Femur Machete Medium 0  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
113 Femur Machete Medium 0.89  chattering one of each no no 0 
114 Femur Machete High 1.37  chattering one of each yes no 0 
115 Femur Machete High 0.58  chattering one of each yes no 0 
116 Femur Machete High 0.72  chattering one of each yes no 0 
117 Tibia Machete Low 0.19  chattering both chattering yes no 0 
118 Tibia Machete Low 0  clean cut one of each no no 0 
119 Tibia Machete Low 0.71  clean cut one of each yes no 0 
120 Tibia Machete Medium 0  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
121 Tibia Machete Medium 0.61  chattering one of each yes no 0 
122 Tibia Machete Medium 0.52  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
123 Tibia Machete High 0.92  chattering one of each yes no 0 
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Specimen Element Implement 
Impact 
force 
Width of 
Entrance 
(mm) 
 
Appearance 
of entrance 
Appearance of 
sides of cut 
Presence 
of Fossa 
Did the 
bone 
bisect? 
Number of 
fragments 
present 
124 Tibia Machete High 0.51  chattering one of each yes no 0 
125 Tibia Machete High 0.46  chattering one of each no no 0 
126 Femur Chef's Knife Low 0.43  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
127 Femur Chef's Knife Low 0.38  clean cut one of each yes no 0 
128 Femur Chef's Knife Medium 0.39  chattering one of each yes no 0 
129 Femur Chef's Knife Medium 0.82  chattering one of each yes no 0 
130 Femur Chef's Knife Medium 0.26  chattering one of each no no 0 
131 Femur Chef's Knife High 0.73  chattering one of each yes no 0 
132 Femur Chef's Knife High 1.48  chattering one of each yes no 0 
133 Femur Chef's Knife High 0.23  chattering one of each yes no 0 
134 Tibia Chef's Knife Low 0.28  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
135 Tibia Chef's Knife Low 0.21  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
136 Tibia Chef's Knife Low 0.39  chattering one of each yes no 0 
137 Tibia Chef's Knife Medium 0.18  clean cut both clean cut no no 0 
138 Tibia Chef's Knife Medium 0  clean cut both clean cut yes no 0 
139 Tibia Chef's Knife Medium 0  chattering one of each yes no 0 
140 Tibia Chef's Knife High 0.55  chattering one of each yes no 0 
141 Tibia Chef's Knife High 1.47  chattering one of each yes no 0 
142 Tibia Chef's Knife High 0.62  chattering one of each yes no 0 
143 Tibia Axe High 1.71  fracture   yes 2 
144 Tibia Axe High 1.17  clean cut one of each no no 0 
145 Tibia Axe High 1.47  clean cut one of each yes no 0 
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Table 4.2: Force of impact prediction table for high force. 
Implement 
Ave 
Width 
(mm) 
Standard 
Deviation 
(mm) 
Low 
Range 
(mm) 
High 
Range 
(mm) 
Axe – one of 
each 1.943 0.725 1.218 2.668 
Machete – one 
of each 1.168 0.699 0.469 1.867 
Chef’s knife – 
one of each 0.683 0.443 0.24 1.126 
Cleaver – one of 
each 1.035 0.598 0.437 1.633 
Cleaver – both 
chattered 0.515 0.384 0.131 0.899 
 
Table 4.3: Force of impact prediction table for medium force. 
Implement 
Ave 
Width 
(mm) 
Standard 
Deviation 
(mm) 
Low 
Range 
(mm) 
High 
Range 
(mm) 
Axe – one of 
each 1.456 0.4 1.056 1.856 
Axe – both 
clean cut 1.393 0.871 0.522 2.264 
Machete – one 
of each 0.701 0.235 0.466 0.936 
Machete – both 
clean cut 0.638 0.569 0.069 1.207 
Chef’s knife – 
one of each 0.363 0.313 0.05 0.676 
Chef’s knife – 
both clean cut 0.165 0.127 0.038 0.292 
Cleaver – one 
of each 0.185 0.221 -0.036 0.406 
Cleaver – both 
clean cut 0.16 0.131 0.029 0.291 
Cleaver – both 
chattered 0.413 0.571 -0.158 0.984 
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Table 4.4: Force of impact prediction table for low force. 
Implement 
Ave 
Width 
(mm) 
Standard 
Deviation 
(mm) 
Low 
Range 
(mm) 
High 
Range 
(mm) 
Axe – one of 
each 1.165 0.371 0.794 1.536 
Axe – both 
clean cut 1.083 0.335 0.748 1.418 
Machete – one 
of each 0.654 0.527 0.127 1.181 
Machete – both 
clean cut 0.45 0.118 0.332 0.568 
Chef’s knife – 
one of each 0.4 0.193 0.207 0.593 
Chef’s knife – 
both clean cut 0.256 0.138 0.118 0.394 
Cleaver – one of 
each 0.09 0.127 -0.037 0.217 
Cleaver – both 
clean cut 0.188 0.127 0.061 0.315 
Cleaver – both 
chattered  0.323 0.225 0.098 0.548 
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Table 4.5. Blind test sample results. 
Specimen 
Implement 
(estimated) 
Implement 
(actual) 
Force 
(estimated) 
Force 
(actual) 
Width of 
Entrance 
(mm) 
Conchoidal 
Flaking 
Present? 
Overall 
Appearance 
of Entrance 
Appearance of each side 
of the Entrance (Clean 
cut, Chattered, or one of 
each) 
Did 
the 
bone 
bisect? 
Fracture 
Type 
Number 
of 
Fragments 
(>0.5 cm) 
F8 Axe 
Chef's 
knife m/h l 1.59 No Clean cut One of each No N/A N/A 
A4 Axe Cleaver m/h m 1.6 Yes Chattered One of each No N/A N/A 
B2 Axe Axe l/m/h m 1.35 Yes Clean cut One of each No N/A N/A 
F3 Machete Machete h m 1.46 Yes Chattered One of each No N/A N/A 
C3 Axe Machete l/m l 0.88 No Clean cut Clean cut No N/A N/A 
A3 Axe Axe h h N/A N/A Fractured N/A Yes 
Complete 
oblique 1 
C9 Axe 
Chef's 
knife l h 0.94 Yes Chattered One of each No N/A N/A 
B5 Machete Machete m h 0.74 Yes Clean cut Clean cut No N/A N/A 
F9 Chef's knife Cleaver l h 0.34 No Clean cut Clean cut No N/A N/A 
F7 Axe Axe l m 0.95 Yes Chattered One of each No N/A N/A 
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CHAPTER 5:  DISCUSSION 
 
ANOVA  
There were four characteristics that were analyzed to see if the implement, the 
force of impact, or the combination of them together influenced the outcome of those 
characteristics. The entrance width had been found to be influenced by the implement and 
the force of impact but the combination of the two did not have statistical significance. 
The reason for this could be because the implement on its own or the force on its own 
caused enough statistically significant variation in the width of the entrance, but when 
they are combined together, the results are not of statistical significance.  
The element type did not have a statistically significant relationship with the 
width of the entrance, presence or absence of conchoidal flaking, or if the overall 
appearance of the entrance was chattered. However, there was a statistically significant 
relationship between the element and if the overall appearance of the entrance was clean 
cut. The femur had a lower occurrence of the overall appearance of the entrance being 
clean cut compared to the other elements. Therefore, the composition of the bone in the 
femur may influence its ability to produce a clean cut entrance. The composition of the 
elements, however, did not have a significant influence on any other characteristics being 
observed. 
When considering force, generally the high force of impact produced a larger 
width of the entrance, followed by medium force, followed by low. Similarly, the larger 
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implement, the axe, produced a larger width of the entrance, followed by the machete, a 
medium sized implement, and then followed by the two smaller implements, the chef’s 
knife and cleaver which produced the smaller entrance widths.  
The overall appearance of the entrance had a statistically significant relationship 
with the force that was used as opposed to the implement. This was the case when the 
overall appearance of the entrance was clean cut or chattered. There is more variation in 
the appearance of the entrance overall when force is considered. Chattered occurred more 
at the highest level of force, but also occurred frequently at the medium level of force. 
There was a similar amount of chattered and clean cut observed at the lowest level of 
force.  Interestingly, the combination of the implement and the force of impact did have 
statistically significant effect on if the overall appearance was chattered, but not clean 
cut.  
When the appearance of the entrance was expanded to describe the appearance of 
each side of the cut mark, there was a similar correlation with the overall appearance of 
the entrance. If both sides of the cut mark were clean cut, there was a statistically 
significant relationship with the force of impact, not with the implement or a combination 
of the two. However, if both sides of the cut exhibited chattered, then there was a 
statistically significant relationship with the implement. This suggests that if the cut is 
clean cut, then the force is a more important factor to consider, whereas if the cut is 
chattered, then the implement is the more important factor to consider. It was not a 
frequent occurrence for both sides of the kerf to exhibit as chattered. There was an almost 
even distribution of the occurrence with the level of force, and more variation when 
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considering the implement. If one side of the cut is chattered and the other is clean cut, 
there is a more statistically significant relationship with the force of impact. This can be 
observed with the fairly even distribution of the occurrence of one of each with the 
implements, but not with the force. The occurrence of one of each was observed more at 
the highest level of force than medium or low, and the occurrences at medium and low 
were similar. These results suggest that if any portion of the cut mark is clean cut, then 
the force of impact is more important to consider, and implement should be taken into 
consideration if both sides are chattered.  
The presence or absence of conchoidal flaking was found to only have a 
statistically significant relationship with the force of impact, suggesting that the 
implement or a combination of the implement and the force of impact is not a significant 
factor to consider with this trait. When looking more closely at the presence or absence in 
relation to the implement, it was far more likely that conchoidal flaking would be present. 
However, there was no significant variation between the implements, whether it was 
present or not. When considering the force of impact, there was a much higher chance 
that conchoidal flaking would be present overall, but specifically at the higher level of 
force. The absence of conchoidal flaking did not occur frequently at the medium and low 
levels of force, but there was a higher chance of it being absent at those levels than at the 
high level.  
The ANOVA results, when comparing the entrance width, appearance of the 
entrance, presence/absence of conchoidal flaking, and force of impact to the four 
implements used, showed which variables were most associated with the implement. The 
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axe was found to have statistically significant relationships with the entrance width and 
the force of impact. This may be connected to the previous ANOVA test which indicated 
that entrance width was influenced by the implement, and also, the axe created more 
variation in hacking trauma by bisecting a portion of the sample, which was only at the 
highest level of force. This additional classification of hacking trauma (fracture) support 
that force of impact having relationship with the axe. 
Interestingly, the machete did not have a statistically significant relationship with 
any of the variables to which it was compared, indicating that the machete did not create 
enough unique variation to be correlated with a certain variable.  
The chef’s knife and the cleaver presented statistically significant relationships 
with two of the same variables: entrance width and the appearance of the individual sides 
of the kerf at the entrance. These relationships may indicate that the chef’s knife and the 
cleaver influence similar traits, likely due to their similarity in tool class.  
The chef’s knife, however, also had a statistically significant relationship with the 
overall entrance appearance, which the cleaver did not. This suggests that the overall 
appearance of the entrance was less random with the chef’s knife, indicating a 
relationship with the results that were observed. With the cleaver, the overall entrance 
appearance may not have been as patterned, or more random.  
 
Recursive Partitioning and Regression Trees 
The recursive partitioning and regression trees (rpat models) were created to 
indicate which characteristics should be used in the implement prediction guide. This 
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type of test worked well to highlight the decision path to determine what characteristics 
could be used to classify an implement. The rpats were useful for breaking down which 
characteristics were important for implement prediction and indicated what percentage of 
the sample presented that characteristic. However, the rpats that were created were not 
tested, before the blind test, since the whole experiment sample was used to create them. 
A larger sample size lends to a more accurate rpat, which is why the whole sample was 
used. Another option would have been to use part of the sample to create the rpat and use 
the remainder of the sample to test the accuracy of the rpat. The author chose to go with 
the first option in order to increase the accuracy of the rpat, so that the test sample could 
be applied to it.  
 
Fractured Specimens 
Four specimens from the experimental sample and one specimen from the blind 
test fractured. All of the bisections occurred at the highest level of force using the axe, 
which suggests, if a bisection occurs, predicting the axe at a high level of force is correct. 
Of the five elements that bisected, one of them, specimens 41, exhibited an indirect 
butterfly fracture. Butterfly fractures typically occur in blunt force trauma, particularly in 
pedestrians hit by motor vehicles (Galloway 1999; Galloway and Wedel 2014; Reber and 
Simmons 2015). An axe is an implement that may create the appearance of a combination 
of sharp force trauma and blunt force trauma. Given the heavier nature of the axe, this 
would have increased the chance of it creating blunt force trauma, as seen by the butterfly 
fractures, but also can create an incised cutmark, typical of sharp force trauma.  
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Oblique fractures are common in situations where the bone is under bending 
pressure (Galloway 1999; Galloway and Wedel 2014). This would be expected in this 
sort of experiment, since the implements would strike the element perpendicular to the 
long axis of the bone. Butterfly fractures are types of comminuted fractures, but are also a 
type of oblique fracture (Galloway 1999; Galloway and Wedel 2014), meaning that four 
of the five elements that bisected did so with an oblique fracture. Delabarde and Ludes 
(2010) described fractures as the result of chopping as oblique fractures, suggesting that 
there may be a correlation between hacking trauma and the presence of oblique fractures.  
 
Blind Test 
The blind test highlighted many issues with the implement and force estimation 
guides. One problem that was encountered is that the rpats do not exhaust all options. 
This means that there were characteristics that were not covered in parts of the estimation 
guide. For example, one of each side of the cut being chattered or clean cut was only an 
option in one part of the estimation table for axe vs. machete. Therefore, when applying 
the results from the blind test to the table, if the entrance width did not fit in the 0.58 – 
0.72 mm range where that appearance of the entrance was an option but exhibited a clean 
cut and a chattered side of the cut mark, there was no suggested prediction. To try to 
account for this problem, the author reverted to the overall appearance of the entrance to 
estimate the implement. However, this did not account for another problem encountered 
with the guide, which was that the implements that were estimated to produce smaller 
entrance widths (cleaver and chef’s knife) were producing larger entrance widths than 
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had been previously observed. This resulted in them being estimated as an axe (40% of 
blind sample), since the axe had been previously observed to produce larger entrance 
widths. Only one specimen was estimated as being hacked with a chef’s knife, and none 
were estimated as being hacked with a cleaver. This indicates that the implement 
prediction table needs to be refined in order to include more specific diagnostic 
characteristics. The prediction tables include overlap in many of the characteristics used, 
limiting their usefulness in predicting a tool class. Future research would be vital for a 
second iteration of the implement prediction table, because alterations to the experimental 
design may create a more diverse sample set.  
The force prediction table was not successful at estimating the level of force used 
(10%). The single specimen that was correctly estimated, A3, was likely only correctly 
estimated because it is the one that fractured. While there was a very small portion of the 
total experimental sample (n=4) that fractured, all of them bisected at high force with the 
axe.  
After applying the known implements and using the observed characteristics, the 
success of the force prediction table increased slightly to 30%. As previously mentioned, 
the entrance widths for chef’s knife and cleaver were estimated to be smaller but were 
presenting as larger. This may be a contributing factor as to why the level of force for two 
more specimens could be accurately estimated. Both, F9 and C9, were estimated as high 
once the correct implement was taking into consideration. C9 had an entrance width of 
0.94 mm and had one of each side of the cut as chattered and clean cut. When using the 
force prediction table, that entrance width fell within the proposed range for chef’s knives 
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with the walls of the entrance showing one of each characteristic. F9 had an entrance 
width of 0.34 mm, which was greater than the highest proposed points of the medium or 
low ranges for cleavers with both sides clean cut. There was no option for the cleaver 
with both sides being clean cut in the high force table, but since the width was greater 
than the medium and low, it was inferred it could be lumped in high, which was the 
correct force used.  
The force predictions table had a similar problem to the implement prediction 
table in that not every potential characteristic combination was included. As previously 
mentioned, there was no range presented for cleavers with both sides clean cut at high 
force. The reason why there were not ranges presented for every implement at all three 
combinations of cut side appearances at the entrance is because data were not available at 
each of those levels in order to create the range. This creates a problem when attempting 
to predict what level of force was applied.  Another iteration of the prediction table would 
have to be made that includes data indicating that more combinations of characteristics 
can occur with a particular implement. 
 
Comparisons to Previous Research  
The study conducted by Humphrey and Hutchinson (2001) examined 
macroscopic hacking trauma on bone. Their results indicated that the appearance of the 
entrance was typically clean cut for the cleaver, which is not what was observed in the 
current study, which exhibited as chattered in more instances than clean cut (n=28 
chattered, vs. n=8 clean cut). They indicated that radiating fractures from the kerf floor 
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were indicative of the cleaver, whereas there were no radiating fractures observed on any 
of the cleaver specimens in the present study, which may be a result of varying levels of 
force applied. Since Humphrey and Hutchinson (2001) did not record force applied, that 
cannot be definitively compared.  
Humphrey and Hutchinson (2001) classified the tool as machete if the entrance 
appearance was chattered. They note that occasionally the machete created a clean cut 
entrance as well. The results of the current study indicate that the appearance of the 
entrance for machetes was classified as chattered more frequently than clean cut, but both 
were observed. The major difference between the two studies is that Humphrey and 
Hutchinson (2001) mention that the machete is easily identifiable based on the unique 
fracturing around the exit. The current study did not observe any exits from the machete 
because none of the elements fractured when hacked with the machete.  
The final tool that Humphrey and Hutchinson (2001) examined was the axe. They 
describe hacking trauma caused by the axe as having many fractures and fragments, with 
almost a crushing appearance. This was similarly seen in the present study with the 
specimens that fractured. However, that was a very small portion of the sample. The 
remainder of the specimens that were hacked with the axe did not exhibit heavy 
fracturing or fragmentation and therefore differed from the results obtained by Humphrey 
and Hutchinson (2001). 
Alunni-Perret et al. (2005, 2010) compared hacking trauma caused by a hatchet to 
hacking trauma caused by a knife. One macroscopic trait they noted was if the edges 
(walls) of the kerf presented as regular or irregular in shape. The present author 
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interpreted this characteristic as parallel to the clean cut vs. chattered classifications. It 
was noted that 6/15 hatchet samples had irregular edges, and 8/15 hatchet samples had 
regular edges (Alunni-Perret et al. 2005). They also noted that 100% of the knife sample 
had regular edges. Compared to the present study, this was not typically observed of the 
implements that could be classified as a knife (cleaver and chef’s knife), since many of 
them were recorded as chattered (equivalent of irregular). The results of the two studies 
are comparable when equating the hatchet to the axe, since both chattered and clean cut 
entrances were observed with the axe.  
Alunni-Perret et al. (2005, 2010) were able to observe microscopically each edge 
of the kerf to determine if they both appeared regular or irregular, or if it was one of each. 
When examining the cut marks left by the knife, they found that they typically had one 
regular and one irregular edge, whereas the edges hacked with the hatchet were both 
irregular. The results of the current study do not follow this pattern. When considering 
the results of the cleaver and the chef’s knife (equivalent of the knife), there were few 
instances of both sides of the kerf exhibiting as chattered. There were some instances of 
both edges being clean cut one with both implements, but the majority of the specimens 
hacked with the cleaver and the chef’s knife had one side chattered and one side clean 
cut. Therefore, it was not consistently one of each side, but the results were similar to 
those of Alunni-Perret et al. (2005, 2010), since the majority did exhibit that trait. 
However, when comparing the results of the hatchet with those of the axe in the current 
study, a very small portion of the sample exhibited both edges being chattered. This goes 
against the findings of Alunni-Perret et al. (2005, 2010), since they found that the hatchet 
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cutmarks exhibited both edges being irregular. With the axe, the majority of the sample 
had one of each characteristic on the edges of the kerf, and even exhibited both edges 
being clean cut. These findings contrast the most with the results of Alunni-Perret et al. 
(2005, 2010), since they did not observe regular edges with the hatchet, and clean cut 
edges were observed more than chattered ones in the present study.  
The characteristic of lateral pushing back was defined in Alunni-Perret et al. 
(2005) as the accumulation of bone on the outer surface of the cut, potentially associated 
with small bone flakes. The current author equates lateral pushing back with the 
appearance of chattered on a macroscopic level, because they are both defined by the 
appearance of small bony fragments adjacent to the kerf. This trait was observed 
microscopically on all the hatchet specimens in the sample (Alunni-Perret et al. 2005). 
Lateral pushing back is marked as present or absent, not necessarily on one edge or both. 
Compared to the current study, the majority of the axe sample has chattered. The 
difference between the studies is that the hatchet sample had lateral pushing back on 
every hatchet specimen (Alunni-Perret et al. 2005), whereas the current study did not 
observe it on every axe specimen, and it was not exclusive to the axe.  
Lateral pushing back was also noted on at least one side of the kerf in the hatchet 
sample in the study conducted by Nogueira et al. (2017). Again, similar to chattered, it 
was observed frequently in the axe sample of the current study but is not exclusive to the 
axe and was not seen in every specimen. Nogueira et al. (2017) also defined the 
appearance of a fossa in the sample. The presence of a fossa was used to aid in the 
identification of lateral pushing back. The fossa was another trait that was observed 
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microscopically but was adopted to describe a trait that was observed macroscopically in 
the current study, which was conchoidal flaking. Conchoidal flaking was not used to aid 
in diagnosing the presence or absence of other traits in the current study, but it was found 
to have a statistically significant relationship with the force of impact.  
The three levels of force used by Cohen et al. (2016) were higher than those in the 
present study. Their low impact was recorded at 2.02 m/s, medium impact was recorded 
at 3.05 m/s, and high impact was recorded at 3.47 m/s (Cohen et al. 2016). In the present 
study, the high force of impact was 2.17 m/s, which is closest to their low impact of 2.02 
m/s. The low and medium forces of impact in the present study (1.13 m/s and 1.59 m/s, 
respectively) were both lower than the low impact force used by Cohen et al. (2016). 
They did not observe fragments being produced at the low impact force (Cohen et al. 
2016), which is comparable to the present study since no fragments were produced at the 
low, medium, and the majority of the high impact forces. This is likely the result of the 
impact forces being too low to produce fracturing or fragmentation. Cohen et al. (2016) 
found that fragments were produced at the moderate and high impact forces. This was 
similarly noted in the present study since the only specimens that produced larger (>0.5 
cm) fragments were struck at high force, which was slightly higher than the low impact 
force used by Cohen et al. (2016). Their study also observed false butterfly fractures 
(Cohen et al. 2016), which is another term for the indirect butterfly fractures outlined in 
Reber and Simmons (2015). The false butterfly fractures observed in the Cohen et al. 
(2016) study occurred at the moderate and high impact forces, whereas in the current 
study, the two instances of indirect butterfly fractures occurred at the high level of force. 
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This indicates a potential correlation between the appearance of indirect, or false, 
butterfly fractures and higher levels of impact force.  
 
Real World Application 
Based on the findings of the present study, there is no applicability to the 
implement and force prediction tables in a real-world situation. They do not supply 
accurate predictions, which may result in misleading information to law enforcement. 
However, there is potential with future research for this to be a valuable tool for forensic 
anthropologists so that they may aid law enforcement. Tool class identification can help 
narrow down a weapon that was used in the crime. Further, understanding mechanisms 
behind fracture propagation or the characteristics of a cutmark, coupled with the tool 
class could narrow down potential forces of impact used and may contribute to recreating 
the circumstances surrounding the hacking incident.  
Generally, if there are larger fragments and fracturing present it was likely an axe. 
The smaller tools, such as the chef’s knife or cleaver, would not likely produce any 
crushing or fracturing. If observing an instance of dismemberment, there may be smaller 
cut marks around the bisection due to bounce back of the tool or multiple attempts at 
hacking. If those cut marks exhibit chattering and/or conchoidal flaking it may be 
inferred that higher levels of force were used.  
When considering the overall appearance of the entrance, if it is clean cut, it 
would be more consistent with a smaller tool class, such as the kitchen knives, and 
typically lower levels of force. Overall appearance as chattered occurred more with the 
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cleaver and machete, which makes narrowing down a tool class challenging based on that 
characteristic. The machete was not easily distinguishable because of the overlap in the 
characteristics observed between it and the smaller knives or the axe.  
Therefore, in a dismemberment case, or any case potentially involving hacking 
trauma, caution should be taken when estimating tool class and level of force applied. An 
overall clean cut appearance may indicate a smaller tool class, such as a kitchen knife. 
Fracturing, bisection, or the production of many large fragments may indicate a larger 
tool class such as an axe.  
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSIONS 
 
Hacking trauma may be observed in modern homicide cases as a form of 
offensive or defensive mutilation (Häkkänen-Nyholm et al. 2009; Konopka et al. 2007; 
Rajs et al. 1998) or in crimes against humanity, such as torture or concealment of crimes 
(Kimmerle and Obafunwa 2014; Morcilla-Méndez and Campos 2012). Previous research 
on hacking trauma has placed more focus on the microscopic analysis of the cut marks 
(Alunni-Perret et al. 2005, 2010; Lynn and Fairgrieve 2009b; Nogueira et al. 2001) as 
opposed to macroscopic analysis (Humphrey and Hutchinson 2001; Lynn and Fairgrieve 
2009a). Even so, there has been a greater emphasis on incised sharp force trauma 
(Bartelink et al. 2001; Capuani et al. 2014; Cerutti et al. 2014; Crowder et al. 2013; 
Humphrey et al. 2017; Puentes and Cardoso 2013; Shaw et al. 2011; Thali et al. 2003; 
Thompson and Inglis 2008) or on the analysis of saw marks (Berger 2017; Saville et al. 
2007; Symes et al. 1998, 2002, 2010).  
Previous experimental hacking studies have suggested that the force of impact is 
not important (Humphrey and Hutchinson 2001) or critique the ability to estimate tool 
class macroscopically (Alunni-Perret et al. 2005, 2010; Nogueira et al. 2017). The 
current study first hypothesized that the cutmarks would appear differently at the varying 
levels of impact force for the same implements, including patterns of fractures, number of 
fragments, size of fragments, and appearance of the cutmark, i.e. the kerf. The null 
hypothesis is that there are not identifiable differences macroscopically to indicate 
different levels of force on cutmarks within a tool class. The null hypothesis is rejected, 
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since there were statistically significant relationships found between the overall entrance 
appearance, entrance width, and the presence of conchoidal flaking, and the force. 
The second hypothesis is that there would be observable macroscopic differences 
on the cutmarks between tool classes, and the ability to distinguish between tool classes 
will not be affected by the differences from various levels of force of impact. The null 
hypothesis is that there are no macroscopic differences observable on the cutmarks 
between tool classes and that the different levels of force affect the ability to identify tool 
class. The null hypothesis is rejected because the implements did have a statistically 
significant relationship with the entrance width that was not influenced by the force.  
The third hypothesis is that these observable macroscopic differences can be used 
to create prediction tables that can be used for predicting tool class and the level of force 
applied. The null hypothesis would be that the prediction tables created based on these 
characteristics cannot be used for predicting tool class or level of force applied. The null 
hypothesis is not rejected because the implement prediction table was only 50% accurate, 
and the force prediction table was only 10% accurate. Neither of these accuracies are 
high enough to be reliable in a real-life situation, since it may be misleading in a criminal 
case. 
Based on the results of the blind test, it is possible to determine the implement 
that was used, even if it was only correctly determined 50% of the time. However, the 
level of force was only estimated correctly 10% of the time. This indicates that it may be 
possible to estimate the level of force that was used, but not reliably. Some problems that 
were encountered with both prediction guides were the lack of available options to 
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choose from, meaning there were combinations observed in the blind test that were not 
available as options in the prediction table, and there was the problem of overlap in the 
results. The overlap made it hard to narrow down possibilities of implement and force of 
impact, since there were some observations that fell into many categories. Traits that 
were used in the prediction guides stemmed from what the rpats deemed relevant for 
predictions. The reason for the overlap is because the data sample that was used to create 
the rpats was not diverse enough. 
Even though the guides were not accurate in their predictions, it is important to 
note that there were some accurate predictions made. This supports the hypotheses 
presented by the author that it is possible to differentiate between tool class and forces of 
impact. For future applicability, though, the implement and force of impact prediction 
guides need to be refined. In their current state, they would not be applicable in a real-life 
situation.  
The accuracy of the guides can be improved upon with further research. It would 
be valuable to increase the sample size. An increased sample size would allow for more 
precise rpats to be created since there would be more data to draw upon. As well, a larger 
blind test sample may test the ability of the implement and force prediction guides to be 
used accurately.  
Something else to consider for future research is altering the levels of force that 
are used. A greater difference between the three levels of force may create a larger 
difference between the observed characteristics and may also better encompass the range 
of actual human strength that may be used in a real-life situation. This could be done by 
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leaving the low level of force where it is, re-labelling high as medium, and increasing the 
high level. Another option would be to follow the impact forces outlined in Cohen et al. 
(2016). Their impact forces were higher at each level than the ones in the current study, 
and seemed to produce more variation in the results. 
The device was created so that when the arm holding the implement was released 
to hack the element, the spring attached to the arm dictated the force at which the arm 
fell. By pulling the arm up to one of the indicated locations on the dial, the spring was 
stretched more in order to increase the force that the implement would hit the element at 
once the arm was released. Something that was not considered was the effect of the 
implement itself on these levels of force. The mass of the implements would increase the 
force of impact, causing the forces of impact to vary slightly. This was outside of the 
design parameters for the hacking machine, but each level was still consistent among the 
implements. This may be why the axe was more likely to fracture the elements at the 
highest level of force, because it was the implement that would contribute the most mass 
on top of the set forces. This should be taken into account if further research is done. 
There are factors to consider that may have affected the outcome of the data and 
should be kept in mind when applying to human remains. The first is that this experiment 
was conducted using the humeri, radii, femora, and tibiae of white-tailed deer. The make-
up of animal bone is different from that of humans, which may result in the bone reacting 
differently under the various circumstances. The make up of white-tailed deer bone is 
primarily plexiform bone until they reach maturity (Owsley et al. 1985), unlike mature 
humans, which have primarily secondary osteons in the form of Haversian systems 
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(Mayya et al. 2013; Mulhern and Ubelaker 2001; Wang et al. 1998). Haversian system 
bone has been found to have a higher fracture toughness than plexiform bone, meaning 
that it does not fracture under the same amount of stress (Wang et al. 1998). The white-
tailed deer bone in this sample may have had a lower fracture toughness than human 
bone, therefore reacting differently under the applied circumstances. A study by Aerssens 
et al. (1998) highlighted that there are interspecies differences between human and 
animal bone such as bone density, which they found contributed to differing fracture 
occurrence. White-tailed deer were not included in their study, but it raises awareness to 
the potential for differing results concerning fracture occurrence between human and 
nonhuman bone.  
Chilvarquer et al. (1987) observed in their study that animal bone diaphyses can 
be differentiated from human bone diaphyses radiographically. This is due to the various 
structures that may make up an animal’s diaphysis, such as more cortical bone extending 
in a spicule-like fashion into the spongy bone of the medullary canal. These differences 
may contribute to differences in how the animal bone reacts to being hacked compared to 
human bone.  
Not only were the elements used those of white-tailed deer, but many of them 
belonged to juveniles. During the maceration process many of the epiphyseal ends of 
each type of element were removed since the fusion process had not been completed. 
Any variation in how juvenile vs. adult bone may react, similarly to the differences 
between human and nonhuman bone, should be considered since it could potentially be a 
factor examined in future research.  
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Another factor that may influence the way the bone reacted during 
experimentation is that the elements were partially fleshed. The majority of the soft tissue 
had been removed prior to being hacked. As outlined in Lynne and Fairgrieve (2009a, b), 
there is a difference in the appearance of hacking trauma on fleshed vs. defleshed 
remains. Soft tissue may absorb some of the force applied to the bone, resulting in the 
bone reacting differently than if it had been struck directly. This needs to be considered 
when using experimental data on defleshed remains when examining a real-life case. A 
potential avenue for future research could be to examine the affects of hacking on fleshed 
specimens. Previous studies have typically used defleshed specimens (Alunni-Perret et al. 
2005, 2010; Humphrey and Hutchinson 2001; Nogueira et al. 2017; Tucker et al. 2001), 
unless they are considering the effects of defleshed vs. fleshed (Lynne and Fairgrieve 
2009a, b). 
Future research may also be conducted at the microscopic level. Humphrey and 
Hutchinson (2001) conducted their study at the macroscopic level, but the same sample 
was used in Tucker et al.’s (2001) study that examined the microscopic differences on the 
hack marks. Similarly, Lynn and Fairgrieve (2009a) conducted a study on the 
macroscopic level to see the differences in fleshed vs. defleshed, and the same sample 
was used in Lynn and Fairgrieve (2009b) to examine those differences on a microscopic 
level. The sample in the study could be used in a microscopic study to see if any 
characteristics can be discerned to help with implement or force prediction. Osteon 
pullout may occur at lower levels of force, regular and irregular kerf walls at the entrance 
may be noted, or lateral pushing back at the kerf entrance may be observed.  
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All of the bones were struck at the midshaft, perpendicular to the long axis of the 
bone. This allowed for more consistent control in the study, but it needs to be 
acknowledged that it may not reflect the appearance of hacking trauma on other parts of 
the bone, such as at epiphyseal ends where there is more cancellous bone. Striking the 
element at various angles may also be an addition for future research in order to compare 
the variation that could be observed in fracture propagation or appearance of cutmarks. 
The implement and force of impact do have statistically significant relationships 
with certain characteristics, but with the present data sample, there is not enough data that 
to differentiate between specific implements or levels of force. In its current state, the 
prediction tables are not recommended for real-life scenarios because of their low 
accuracy. However, the present data show some significant relationships between the 
independent and dependent variables that may help determine what is important to 
consider when predicting tool class or a level of force for future iterations of the 
predictions tables. There is potential for the prediction tables to be refined and possibly 
improve their accuracy, but more diverse data would be needed for this, as well as 
adjustments to the experimental design. This would be a vital next step in order for 
forensic anthropologists to help in homicide cases, or other criminal cases involving 
hacking trauma for identifying the tools used, or recreating the events surrounding the 
hacking trauma.  
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